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EMACS VENICE 2019 

 

European Masters Athletics Championships (EMACS) 2019 will take place in Italy, in particular in Jesolo, 

Caorle and Eraclea from 5th to 15th September 2019. With the strong support of the cities of Jesolo, 

Caorle and Eraclea, the European Master Athletics and the Italian Athletics Federation, we trust that 

EMACS 2019 will position the cities of our coast and whole Italy as the ideal destination for the major 

sport events. 

 

 

1. General information 

EMACS is an international event held biannually. It is open only to athletes, both men and women, 

aged 35 years and over. The athletes compete in five-year interval age categories in the classical 

athletic stadia disciplines – and as something new, also in Cross-Country Running and Half 

Marathon.  

Also this year, the event will last 11 days, with one no-competition day; it will start with an opening 

ceremony in the second part of the 5th September afternoon at “Armando Picchi” stadium in Jesolo 

and will be finished with a closing ceremony that will take place during the afternoon of Sunday, 

15th September 2019 at “Giovanni Chiggiato” stadium in Caorle, 

The previous championships were held in 2017 in Aarhus (Denmark). 

 

 

2. EMACS in numbers 

At EMACS 2019 almost 5,000 master athletes coming from more 43 European nations and 18 non-

European countries will gather Venice to celebrate the lifelong joy of sports and foster international 

friendship, understanding and cooperation. The first European Masters’/Veterans’ Athletic 

Championships Stadia was held in 1978 in Viareggio (Italy), and ever since it has been staged every 

two years.  

 

Edition Year Hosting city Participating athletes Participating countries 

1 1978 Viareggio (ITA) 1193 18 

… 

20 2017 Aarhus (DEN) 3841 61 
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Authorities’ greetings 

1. Sport authorities 

Dear Athletes, 

 

Italy is again offering Mediterranean hospitality to all masters’ 

athletes in a region that is famous of its culture and history. 

Venice, Jesolo, Caorle and Eraclea will welcome you to a great 

European Masters Athletics Championship. All stadiums are 

prepared to give you the best possibilities – to get your goals and 

competent judges will support you to be successful. 

The road races and the race-walking course will lead you through 

the streets of the cities and many spectators will motivate you 

during the race. 

Get to know the variety of food offers in numerous restaurants 

with its typical Italian flavour and ambience. 

 

Kurt Kaschke 

European Masters Athletics 

President 

 

 

The Province of Venice will be the wonderful setting of the 21st 

edition of the European Masters Athletics Championships in 

Venice – Venice EMACS 2019, which will take place from 5 to 15 

September 2019. 

Once again, Italy will host a major Athletics event, involving 

about twenty thousand people, including athletes, officials and 

family members. An event dedicated to the Master sector, 

increasingly growing and expanding, thanks also to the collective 

awareness, gained over the years, that Sport is a philosophy of 

life which helps us to feel good, teaches us to confront ourselves 

with the others and puts us in front of our limits in order to 

overcome them, at any age. 

The growing success of the Master Championships in Athletics, 

especially in Europe, shows how our Sport, in particular,  

Alfio Giomi 

Italian Athletics Federation 

President 

represents one of the most practiced and loved disciplines at all ages. This makes us proud and 

confident that our message is well received and appreciated. 

Next September, athletes Over 35 will have the chance to compete on the Jesolo track, whose renewal 

was strongly supported by the City on the occasion of the Mediterranean Athletics Championships 

Under 23, which took place successfully last year, with the appreciation of all participants. The 

athletes will also be able to compete in the Caorle Stadium also under renewal, while the Throwers 

will have a stadium dedicated to them in the city of Eraclea. 

The athletes will also be able to run and race walk along the streets of these three magnificent cities 

full of history and culture and all the participants will be able to enjoy the beauties of the Venetian 

lagoon, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

Less than two hundred days before the event, I would like to thank the Organizing Committee that is 

working with passion and dedication and the three Cities that will host the Championships and that 

have once again demonstrated their great attention to our discipline and willingness to invest in Sport 

also as a tool to promote the territory. 
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It is a reason of real satisfaction to have been asked to organize 

the European Masters Athletics Championships during 2019. 

This is unanimously considered the most participated and joyful 

sporting event in Europe, an authentic sporting party, and 

Athletic in particular. Eleven days of competitions and festivals 

in which in the well-known tourist Resorts of Jesolo, Caorle, 

Eraclea the over ‘35 athletes, coming from all over Europe, will 

compete in races, jumps and throws, with the strength of their 

conscious talent, but also with joy to be able to meet other 

athletes belonging to different countries and cultures. The 

engaging enthusiasm of the Master Athletes, which well 

represents the authentic spirit and the ethical value of our 

beautiful sporting discipline, is the real reason for the appeal and 

the interest of the event. 

 

Vito Vittorio 

Local Organising Committee 

President  

In my capacity as Organizational Coordinator of this important event I would like to express my most 

heartfelt thanks to the European Masters Athletic and the Italian Athletics Federation for the 

confidence shown by the organization of the European Athletics Masters Championships 2019. The 

same sincere thanks goes to the Mayors and Municipal administrations of Jesolo, Caorle and Eraclea, 

to the Metropolitan City of Venice and the Veneto Region which, with their support, wanted to 

reaffirm and strengthen the commitment to give continuity to the common project of valorisation of 

the Athletics  and beautiful Venetian coast, with a willingness and a commitment that demonstrate 

the interest and closeness that the entire Veneto Region and these Resorts in particular have always 

been for Athletics. I thank all the entrepreneurs and operators of the Cities involved and those who, 

for various reasons, wanted to support the event, without which we could hardly have followed this 

“idea”. Furthermore, I cannot fail to express warm, sincere gratitude to the hundreds of judges and 

volunteers who with generosity, enthusiasm and commitment contribute to the success of the event. 

Welcome to Italy, to the  Veneto Region, to the Metropolitan City of Venice and the well-known tourist 

resorts of Jesolo, Caorle and Eraclea, to all athletes, their families and their partners, coming from the 

51 Countries belonging to the EMA and, to those who will try in the races, a sincere and warm: good 

luck! 

 

 

2. Civil authorities 

 

 

“Sport teaches that for a victory one doesn’t just need talent, but 
daily work and sacrifice. In sport, as in life.” – Pietro Mennea 

In Veneto we welcome any kind of sport initiatives, such as the 

European Masters Athletics Championships, in order to promote 

physical activities to not only for the prevention of physical and 

psychical health, but also to promote our territory. As proven by 

data gathered by Coni (the Italian National Olympic Committee), 

ISTAT (the Italian National Institute of Statistics) and several 

European studies -487,915 FSN and DSA member athletes, 5,430 

sports clubs and 96,666 sportsmen- in our region, sport became 

more and more important over the years. 

Luca Zaia 

Veneto Region President 

Veneto is a region that has always considered sport as a fundamental social and cultural value, that 

teaches respect for others, respect for oneself, the joy and difficulty of being together. 
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This September will be characterized by an appointment which is the perfect match of sports 

competition and tourism. Our sportsmen’s very high level of professionalism, our high-quality 

network of services and transports and our accommodation facilities actually put Veneto at the top 

of the localities which will host the world’s most important sport events, such as the latest choice of 

Milan-Cortina for the 2026 Winter Olympics. 

In Jesolo, Caorle and Eraclea, over-35 athletes, from about fifty countries, will compete in the several 

competitions of this edition, the fourth one held in Italy within forty years. An edition which gives the 

possibility to know our “Veneto- The Land of Venice”, rich in natural and landscape beauties, in culture 

and history and in food & wine excellencies. A land that owns eight UNESCO’s world heritage sites, 

from Venice and its Lagoon to the Prosecco hills in Conegliano Valdobbiadene. 

I would therefore like to welcome all the athletes, who will certainly be greeted by the proverbial 

hospitality of Venetian people, and thank the Organizing Committee who, guided by the EMA 

(European Master Athletics), brought these championships in our region. 

Finally, in extending my warm greetings to each one of the participants, I wish them to reach their 

desired goal and lots of fun. 
 

Athletics is the most ancient sport. A noble discipline, where the 

single athlete puts himself at stake, against himself, against 

time. A continuous challenge and final goal is to improve 

yourself, go beyond your limits, defeat the trial time and aim at 

the podium. 

If the marathon is considered the queen of the athletics 

disciplines, the 100 meters race is the symbol, the most 

representative act. Like all sports it is an art that gives us benefit, 

that highlights the show, which involves and entertains. There 

are those who win and who loose. For everyone, however, the 

important thing is to be there, to try, to improve, to compete. 

The appointment with the European Athletics Master 

Championships Stadia scheduled from 5th to 15th September 

2019 in the metropolitan municipalities of Caorle, Eraclea and 

Jesolo represents a unique opportunity. 

 

Luigi Brugnaro 

Mayor of Metropolitan City of 

Venice 

Being there is what matters, for thousands of athletes no longer young but with the same spirit, the 

same desire, the ambition to win, to get involved, to be absolute protagonists. 

 A metropolitan event organized near Venice that will make it known to athletes, coaches, managers 

and escorts who will arrive from 40 European countries, a part of our territory, its potential, its natural 

beauties, the large availability in the receptive field and the variety of tourism that joins the one that 

the entire Metropolitan City of Venice can offer. 

 The organizational commitment of the directors of Caorle, Eraclea and Jesolo is maximum. They have 

already won and managed to guarantee that they can host an appointment of this level. I am 

convinced that their work will not betray the expectations and the final result of the entire sporting 

event will be excellent. 

 As Mayor of the Metropolitan City, therefore, I offer my most cordial welcome and greetings to all 

the athletes in the races, to their managers and coaches and especially to families and supporters. 
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Approximately one year after the appointment with the U23 

Athletics Mediterranean Championships, which saw Jesolo 

protagonist, our locality confirms its vocation to sport, hosting, 

together with the nearby towns of Eraclea and Caorle, another 

significant event represented from the European Masters Athletics 

Championships Stadia of 2019. With the two weeks of event 

scheduled at the Picchi stadium, our locality is now starting its 

definitive consecration as a reference point for International 

sporting activities, which has nothing to envy to other resorts. I 

would like to take this opportunity to send greetings, on behalf of 

the whole city, to the thousands of athletes, coaches, families and 

friends who will arrive in Jesolo from 5th to 15th September 2019 

to attend or cheer and support the scheduled races. 
Valerio Zoggia 

Major of Jesolo 

In these two weeks, our City will have the opportunity to put at your disposal the best of its attractions; 

its beach of almost 15 kilometres of golden sand, where you can sunbath between one competition 

and another; the number one water park in Italy Aqualandia. The 500 kilometres of cycle paths that 

bend through the area and connect Jesolo to the neighbouring municipalities; the Litoranea Veneta, 

a fluvial navigability route for water courses and canals in the city. Furthermore, the North Lagoon of 

Venice, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, with the fauna and flora to be discovered and the lush pine 

forest where you can walk surrounded by greenery. For the youngest, a world of the night made up 

of nightclubs and trendy venues, where you can dance and have fun with your friends. There are also 

many opportunities for families, with the Sea Life Aquarium, Tropicarium Park, Luna Park, New 

Jesolandia and entertainment in the city’s squares. 

Therefore, we can proudly say that Jesolo is a 360-degree reality capable of responding to all needs. 

So, I wish all of you to spend a holiday full of opportunities, great results for all athletes and a personal 

experience that can remain in the history of the European Athletics Master Championships. 
 

Our city is ready to welcome the thousands of people who will 

take part in the EMACS, a great European event linked to the 

world of athletics, a discipline in which our locality is very close, 

thanks to the infrastructures we have available. 

We are sure that, in the month of September, athletes and 

guests will be able to enjoy the best of all that Caorle has to 

offer! We have 18 kilometres of golden beach that gently 

descends towards the sea, where you can enjoy countless free 

services, such as the practice of many sports, animation and 

babysitting. But here you will not only find the beach: to 

characterize us is certainly our historic centre, which with its 

streets, its squares and its colourful houses recall the nearby 

Venice. The Cathedral and the cylindrical bell tower (in the world 

there are only a few examples!) Are both from the 11th century 

and can be visited thanks to interesting guided tours. 

 

Luciano Striuli 

Major of Caorle 

To protect the historic centre from the sea there is a mighty cliff, now an open-air museum, thanks to 

the ScoglieraViva biennial sculpture symposium: every two years internationally renowned artists 

create their works by sculpting directly the great masses of Euganean trachyte. At the end of the Cliff 

we find the eighteenth-century Sanctuary of the Madonna dell’Angelo, built on a promontory in the 

Adriatic Sea, a very revered place full of legends and curiosities. 

Caorle is also a fishing village: today it boasts a fishing fleet of about 80 boats. In the early afternoon, 

at the Porticciolo, you can watch the arrival of the fishermen who disembark the fresh fish and take it 

to the Fish Market, where it is sold to both the public and operators. They then return to their boats, 

to wash and place them, ready to go out again by boat the following night. Our maritime roots are 
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also witnessed by the Casoni, typical wooden buildings and reed marsh used once as a shelter for 

fishermen, which can still be seen today in the lagoon of Caorle and that can be visited alone or thanks 

to organized excursions. Therefore, I invite you to spend your days in Caorle, discovering its many 

beauties and experiencing unique and unforgettable experiences! 

I would like to convey my greetings to all the athletes that will and 

will not participate in the EMACS 2019 and to welcome them to this 

beautiful locality that will surely charm you for its naturalistic 

vocation and for the vivid witness of the still rooted traditions. 

This territory is particularly appreciated both by tourists and sport 

lovers for the evocative landscapes it offers and for the wide range 

of possibilities to play sports in the heart of the green pine forest, 

also called Pineta. 

Eraclea Mare’s Pineta -also known as the green pearl or Perla Verde 

of the Adriatic Sea- is one of the coastline’s widest pine forests. It is 

the front door to our crystal-clear sea, where tourists will be able to 

enjoy the sun and the quietness on the golden sand. 

Eraclea’s touristic seashore -particularly appreciated by those who 

seek a quiet holiday, far away from the hectic pace of the world’s 

most fashionable beaches- offers shady rest areas, kiosks, beach 

services and several entertainment activities. 

Giuseppe Vivola 

Special Commissioner – City 

of Eraclea 

The receptivity is granted by Hotels, Guesthouses, tourist resorts, Camping and also by apartments 

and detached houses. Likewise, the “bungalows” are very typical and peculiar since most of them are 

located in the very middle of the Pineta. 

Restaurant and store owners will conquer you with lots of local oeno-gastronomical delights. 

The territory, where one can still see the decontamination work, is particularly rich from a naturalistic 

point of view. 

The Laguna del Mort, a community site of interest on the right of the Mariclea dock and a start point 

for recreational craft sports activities, is a unique heritage with lots of itineraries in the Pineta’s lush 

greenery. 

Going through the Laguna del Mort’s itineraries one can get to the Piave river’s estuary to admire the 

still present huts and to do some birdwatching. 

Following the Piave river you can observe the typical river landscape with huge fishing nets called 

Bilancioni, operated from the inside of the small fishing huts. 

The internal waterways are a valid alternative for taking a trip to the hinterland and getting closer to 

the surrounding municipalities. The Venetian coast- which in Eraclea goes along the Revedoli river- 

permits to arrive in Caorle and to continue until Trieste, while, on the opposite direction, one can get 

to Venice. 

Our hinterland- characterized by the countryside- offers several bicycle routes that permit to observe 

the human intervention that has enhanced the stunning lagoon during the years. Today, you can 

observe everywhere the typical local channelling -characterized by locks and pumping stations- a 

linear and neat landscape with agricultural holdings and farmhouses. 

In order to protect the important naturalistic aspects that characterize this locality, the Municipality 

is committed to obtain environmental certifications such as EMAS and ISO 14001, that guarantee to 

all the guests high quality standards concerning both the services and the respect of the environment. 

As regards the sea, the City of Eraclea, since 2007, is awarded with the renowned Blue Flag beach, an 

eco-label certification given to the touristic sea areas that stand out for their high environmental and 

quality standards. 

In Eraclea, every visitor will be impressed by the unspoiled beauty of its territory, marked by a simple 

life that leads to taste the experience of a slow tourism, punctuated by the nature’s rhythms. 
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Organization 

1. EMA Council

President Kurt Kaschke 

Vice President  Jean Thomas 

Technical Director Martin Roald-Arbøl 

Treasurer Gerardo Vaiani Lisi 

General Secretary Helena Maria da Silva Pires de Carvalho 

2. Local Organising Committee (LOC)

Administration Council

President Vito Vittorio 

Vice President  Ennio Valiante 

Meeting Manager Moreno Beggio 

Member  Renato Nani 

Member  Gilberto Sartorato 

Member  Galdino Minotto 

Member  Raffaella Bortoletto 

Technical Organising Committee 

General Director Vito Vittorio 

Meeting Manager Moreno Beggio 

Technical Delegate Martin Roald-Arbøl 

Competition Director Elio Capurso 

Outdoor Manager Janusz Krynicki 

No Stadia Manager Vesna Repic Cujic 

Accommodation Manager Linda Interlandi 

Transportation Manager Daniele Perotti 

Athletes’ welcoming manager Alberto Ferrario 

Athletes’ welcoming manager Eric Van Nerom 

Manager of airport/train station reception Sofia Casarotto 

LOC Manager for relationships with judges Paolo Baldessarini 

Treasurer Gilberto Sartorato 

Accounting Manager Studio Donà 

IT Area Manager Enrico Benes 

Data processing and IT FIDAL SERVIZI 

Media coordinator  AGENZIA ARZANÀ 

Press Manager Mauro Ferraro 

International relations Manager Roberta Russo 
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Sports Institutions Manager Dino Ponchio 

Event Presentation and ceremonies Manager Pierluigi Sorace 

Ceremonies/ Protocol Manager Jesolo Marta Knut 

Ceremonies/ Protocol Manager Caorle Silvia Regazzo 

Ceremonies/ Protocol Manager Eraclea Raffaella Bortoletto 

Technical Equipment Manager Renato Nani 

Race fields and equipment manager Galdino Minotto 

Local Relationships Manager Ennio Valiante 

Non stadia races setup Manager Eraclea Raffaella Bortoletto 

Volunteers and judges’ clothing Manager Sonia Castello and Nadia Massignani 

Marketing Manager Moreno Beggio 

Security Management Agenzia locale 

Volunteers’ Manager Pierluigi Sorace 

3. EMA Technical Officers

Outdoor Manager Janusz Krynicki POL 

Non Stadia Manager Vesna Repic Cujic SRB 

EMATO Helena Maria da Silva Pires de Carvalho      POR 

EMATO Janusz Rozum POL 

EMATO Uschi Hagn GER 

EMATO Patricia Zuger FRA 

EMATO Ole Petter Sandwig NOR 

EMATO Clarisse Duarte POR 

Anti doping Officer / Safety Officer Martine Prévost FRA 

Safety Officer Bill Courtney UK 

Safety Officer Christine Courtney UK 

IRWJ (Chief Judge non stadia events) Moreno Beggio ITA 

IRWJ (Chief Judge stadia events) Josè Dias POR 

IRWJ Antonio Arribas ESP 

IRWJ Vesna Babic CRO 

IRWJ Joseph Farrugia MLT 

IRWJ Ewa Golebowska POL 

IRWJ Patrizia Maggetti ITA 
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4. Events management

Vice Competition Director Jesolo Mauro Gerola 

Vice Competition Director Caorle Massimo Grandi 

Vice Competition Director Eraclea Giovanni Molaro 

Juries FIDAL Judges’ group 

5. Hotlines

EMACS 2019 offices info@emac-venice2019.com 

Judges judgesoffice.emac2019@gmail.com 

Accommodation incoming@emac-venice2019.com 

Volunteers volunteers@emac-venice2019.com 

Transportation transfers@emac-venice2019.com 

General Information 

1. Men Daily Program

Event Jesolo Caorle Eraclea 

0
5

/0
9

 

100m heats 

M35-M40-M45-M50-
M55-M60-M65-M70-

M75-M80 

1500m heats 
M35-M40-M45-M50-

M55-M60-M65 

Triple Jump M35-M40-M45-M50 

High Jump M55-M60-M65-M70 

Combined Events 

– day 1

M35-M40-M45-M50-
M55-M60 

0
6

/0
9

 

100m semi-finals 
M35-M40-M45-M50-

M55-M60 

100m finals 

M35-M40-M45-M50-
M55-M60-M65-M70-

M75-M80 

200/300/400m 

hs heats 

M35-M40-M45-M50-
M55-M60-M65-M70 

Triple Jump M55-M60-M65-M70 

High Jump 
M75-M80-M85-

M90+ 

Hammer Throw 
M55-M60-M65-M70-
M75-M80-M85-M90+ 

Combined Events 

– day 2

M35-M40-M45-M50-
M55-M60 

Race Walk –5km All age groups 

Weight Throw M35-M40-M45-M50 

0
7

/0
9

 1500m finals All age groups 

200/300/400m 

hs finals 
All age groups 
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Event Jesolo Caorle Eraclea 

0
7

/0
9

 

Triple Jump 
M75-M80-M85-

M90+ 

High Jump M35-M40-M45-M50 

Hammer Throw M35-M40-M45-M50 

Combined Events 

-day 1
M75-M80-M85-M90+ 

Weight Throw M75-M80-M85-M90+ 

0
8

/0
9

 

400m heats 

M35-M40-M45-M50-
M55-M60-M65-M70-

M75 

400m semi-finals 
M35-M40-M45-M50-

M55-M60 

Pole Vault M55-M60-M65-M70 

Shot Put 
M75-M80-M85-

M90+ 

Discus Throw M35-M40-M45-M50 

Combined Events 

– day 2
M75-M80-M85-M90+ 

4km Cross 

Country Running 
All age groups 

1st Nordic 

Walking 

Challenge 

All age groups 

10000m All age groups 

Weight Throw M55-M60-M65-M70 

0
9

/0
9

 

400m finals All age groups 

80/100/110m hs 

heats 

M35-M40-M45-M50-
M55-M60-M65-M70 

Pole Vault 
M75-M80-M85-

M90+ 

Shot Put 
M35-M40-M45-M50-
M55-M60-M65-M70 

Javelin Throw M75-M80-M85-M90+ 

1
1

/0
9

 

200m heats 

M35-M40-M45-M50-
M55-M60-M65-M70-

M75-M80 

800m heats 
M35-M40-M45-M50-
M55-M60-M65-M70 

Pole Vault M35-M40-M45-M50 

Javelin Throw M55-M60-M65-M70 

Discus Throw M75-M80-M85-M90+ 

Road Race Walk 

– 10km
All age groups 

1
2

/0
9

 

200m semi-finals 
M35-M40-M45-M50-
M55-M60-M65-M70 

200m finals All age groups 

800m semi-finals 
M35-M40-M45-M50-

M55 

80/100/110m hs 

finals 
All age groups 

Steeplechase All age groups 
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Event Jesolo Caorle Eraclea 

1
2

/0
9

 Long Jump M55-M60-M65-M70 

Javelin Throw M35-M40-M45-M50 

Discus Throw M55-M60-M65-M70 
1

3
/0

9
 

800m finals All age groups 

Long Jump 
M75-M80-M85-

M90+ 

Throwing 

Pentathlon 

M65-M70-M75-M80-
M85-M90+ 

5000m All age groups 

1
4

/0
9

 Long Jump M35-M40-M45-M50 

4x100 Relays All age groups 

Road Race Walk 

– 20km
All age groups 

1
5

/0
9

 

Half Marathon 

and 10km Road 

Run 

All age groups 

Throwing 

Pentathlon 

M35-M40-M45-M50-
M55-M60 

4x400 Relays All age groups 

2. Women Daily Program

Event Jesolo Caorle Eraclea 

0
5

/0
9

 

100m heats 
F35-F40-F45-F50-F55-

F60-F65-F70 

1500m heats 
F35-F40-F45-F50-F55-

F60-F65

Triple Jump F75-F80-F85-F90+ 

Shot Put F75-F80-F85-F90+ 

Hammer Throw F35-F40-F45-F50 

Weight Throw F55-F60-F65-F70

Combined 

Events – day 1 

F65-F70-F75-F80-F85-
F90+ 

0
6

/0
9

 

100m semi-

finals 

F35-F40-F45-F50-F55-
F60 

100m finals All age groups 

200/300/400m 

hs heats 

F35-F40-F45-F50-F55-
F60-F65-F70 

Triple Jump F35-F40-F45-F50 

Hammer Throw F75-F80-F85-F90+ 

Combined 

Events – day 2 

F65-F70-F75-F80-F85-
F90+ 

Race Walk – 

5km 
All age groups

Shot Put 
F35-F40-F45-F50-F55-

F60-F65-F70 
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Event Jesolo Caorle Eraclea 

0
7

/0
9

 

1500m finals   All age groups 

200/300/400m 

hs finals 
All age groups   

Triple Jump  F55-F60-F65-F70  

Hammer Throw  F55-F60-F65-F70  

Combined 

Events – day 1 
 

F35-F40-F45-F50-F55-
F60 

 

Weight Throw   F35-F40-F45-F50 

 

0
8

/0
9

 

400m heats  
F35-F40-F45-F50-F55-

F60-F65-F70 
 

400m semi-

finals 
 

F35-F40-F45-F50-F55-
F60 

 

Long Jump  F75-F80-F85-F90+  

Discus Throw  
F35-F40-F45-F50-F75-

F80-F85-F90+ 
 

Combined 

Events – day 2 
 

F35-F40-F45-F50-F55-
F60 

 

4 km Cross 

Country 

Running 

 All age groups  

1st Nordic 

Walking 

Challenge 

 All age groups  

    

0
9

/0
9

 

400m finals  All age groups  

80/100m hs 

heats 

F35-F40-F45-F50-F55-
F60-F65-F70 

  

10000m   All age groups 

Long Jump  F35-F40-F45-F50  

Discus Throw  F55-F60-F65-F70  

Weight Throw   F75-F80-F85-F90+ 

 

1
1

/0
9

 

200m heats  
F35-F40-F45-F50-F55-

F60-F65-F70 
 

800m heats 
F35-F40-F45-F50-F55-

F60-F65-F70 
  

Long Jump  F55-F60-F65-F70  

Javelin Throw  
F35-F40-F45-F50-F75-

F80-F85-F90+ 
 

Road Race 

Walk – 10km 
  All age groups 

 

1
2

/0
9

 

200m semi-

finals 
 

F35-F40-F45-F50-F55-
F60 

 

200m finals  All age groups  

800m semi-

finals 
F35-F40-F45-F50-F55   

80/100m hs 

finals 

All age groups 
  

Steeplechase All age groups   

Pole Vault F75-F80-F85-F90+   

Javelin Throw  F55-F60-F65-F70  
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Event Jesolo Caorle Eraclea 

1
3

/0
9

 

800m finals All age groups   

High Jump   F75-F80-F85-F90+ 

Throwing 

Pentathlon 
 All age groups  

5000m   All age groups 

Pole Vault F35-F40-F45-F50   

 

1
4

/0
9

 

High Jump  F60-F65-F70  

Pole Vault F55-F60-F65-F70   

4x100 Relays All age groups   

Road Race 

Walk – 20km 
  All age groups 

 

1
5

/0
9

 

High Jump F35-F40-F45-F50-F55   

Half Marathon 

and 10km Road 

Run 

All age groups   

4x400 Relays  All age groups  

 

 

Transportation Plan 

Official EMACS Venice 2019 airports are Venice “Marco Polo” Airport (VCE) and Treviso “A. Canova” 

(TSF), both far less than 45 minutes from Jesolo and Caorle. 

Infopoints (at the airports) will be open from 3rd to 13th September, from 08:00 to 20:00 and will be 

managed by trained personnel, identifiable thanks to official event’s uniform, who will support EMACS 

users and address them to the first bus for Jesolo (main accreditation centre) and Caorle. Transportation 

service is guaranteed by ATVO Company, following times and costs published on the website. 

Official railway stations are San Donà di Piave (Jesolo) and Portogruaro; in the bus stations near them, 

ATVO will support EMACS users to reach Jesolo and Caorle bus stations. 

For the ones arriving by car and that will compete in Jesolo, at the Accreditation Centre it will be possible 

to withdraw the Parking Pass that is valid in the areas around “A.Picchi” stadium; while for “Chiggiato” 

stadium in Caorle parking will be free. 

 

1. Transfers within the three cities 

All EMACS’ hosts with an official accreditation will be able to use the urban service within the 

cities of Jesolo and Caorle for free, showing their accreditation. The timetables of the Jesolo (60 

and 61) and Caorle (97 and 98/99) urban lines are available at the InfoPoint notice boards and on 

the official website of the event. 

The Intercity line will make it possible to move between the three cities (Jesolo - Eraclea - Caorle) 

and it will be possible to purchase the Intercity Transport Pass at the merchandising areas of Jesolo 

and Caorle. The card, strictly personal, will have two validity periods: from 3rd to 10th and from 

10th to 15th September; the cost is € 24.00 per period (€ 19.00 for those who have booked 

accommodation on the EMACS portal). 

The race will have a 60-minute frequency on the race days from 06:00 to 22:00; the complete and 

updated timetable will be available at the InfoPoint notice boards and on the website. 
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Stadia 

1. “Armando Picchi” Stadium in Jesolo – Via Silvio Piola 2  

(see Appendix n.1 for Jesolo stadium map) 

Description 

It is the main stadium of this edition of European Masters Championships Stadia; it is 10,4km far 

from Eraclea Municipal Stadium and 30,5km far from “G. Chiggiato” stadium in Caorle. 

The three stadia will be linked by a bus dedicated service (see Transportation Plan). 

 

Inside it we find: 

• Track with 8 lanes and steeplechase with water jump inside the field; 

• 2 runways and landing areas for pole vault; 

• 2 runways and pits for long and triple jump; 

• 1 high jump facility; 

• 3 shot put facilities; 

• 1 circle for discus; 

• 1 circle for hammer and weight throws; 

• 1 javelin throw runway. 

Warm up and training 

The warm-up area is made of a 5 lanes 60 m straight line. 

For timetables and platforms accessible for training, see the Training chapter. 

 

Structures 

Changing rooms with access to showers and toilets are available at the stadium. 

Catering  

During the stadium opening hours, catering will be available on site. 

Parking 

Parking in front of the stadium (including disabled parking) will be available free of charge.  

 

2. “Giovanni Chiggiato” Stadium in Caorle – Piazzale Olimpia, 23 

(see Appendix n.2 for Caorle stadium map) 

Description 

It is the second stadium of this edition of European Masters Championships Stadia and it can 

host all disciplines; it is 19,3km far from Eraclea Municipal Stadium and 30,5km far from “G. 

Chiggiato” stadium in Caorle. 

The three stadia will be linked by a bus dedicated service (see Transportation Plan). 

 

Inside it we find: 

• Track with 8 lanes and steeplechase with water jump inside the field; 

• 2 runways and landing areas for pole vault; 
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• 3 runways and pits for long and triple jump; 

• 1 high jump facility; 

• 3 shot put facilities; 

• 2 circles for discus and hammer throws; 

• 2 javelin throw runways. 

Warm up and training 

When there will be races in the stadium, a warm-up area made of a 4 lanes 60m straight line will 

be available: to use this, athletes must follow safety rules. 

For timetables and platforms accessible for training, see the Training chapter. 

 

Structures 

Changing rooms with access to showers and toilets are available at the stadium. Other two 

support structures are available, PalaExpomar and Palazzetto dello Sport.  

Catering  

During the stadium opening hours, catering will be available on site. 

Parking 

Parking in front of the stadium (including disabled parking) will be available free of charge.  

 

3. Municipal Stadium of Eraclea – Via Largon, 2 

(see Appendix n.3 for Eraclea stadium map) 

Description 

It is the third stadium of this edition of European Masters Championships Stadia and it can host 

all disciplines; it is 10,4km far from “A. Picchi” Stadium of Jesolo and 19,3km far from “G. 

Chiggiato” stadium in Caorle. 

The three stadia will be linked by a bus dedicated service (see Transportation Plan). 

 

Inside it we find: 

• Track with 6 lanes and steeplechase with water jump inside the field; 

• 1 runway and landing area for pole vault; 

• 1 runway and pit for long and triple jump; 

• 1 high jump facility; 

• 1 shot put facility; 

• 1 circle for discus and hammer throws; 

• 1 javelin throw runway. 

Warm up and training 

When there will be races in the stadium, wide warm-up areas with grassy surface will be 

available. 

For timetables and platforms accessible for training, see the Training chapter. 

 

Structures 

Changing rooms with access to showers and toilets are available at the stadium.  
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Catering  

During the stadium opening hours, catering will be available on site. 

Parking 

Parking in front of the stadium (including disabled parking) will be available free of charge.  

 

4. Race Walk  

The races will be hosted by the municipality of Eraclea; the tests on the track will take place at 

the Municipal Stadium, while those on the road (10 and 20km) on the circuit with start and finish 

in Via Dancalia. 

 

5. Half Marathon and 10km Road Run 

The start and finish of the two races will be in Jesolo in Piazza Milano. 

 

6. Cross Country Running and 1st Nordic Walking open challenge 

The start and finish of the Cross Country Running and of the first open Nordic Walking Challenge 

will be in Caorle at Parco del Pescatore. 

 

Training 

1. Training timetable and facilities 

During EMACS 2019 several training places will be available. The competition areas will be 

available outside the competition hours. 

For a description of the stadia, see the chapter "Stadia". The opening hours of the training 

facilities follow the schedule shown in the table. 
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 Green areas Shot put Discus Throw Hammer Throw 
Weight 

Throw 
Javelin Throw 

Stadium Jesolo Caorle Eraclea Jesolo Caorle Eraclea Caorle Eraclea Caorle Eraclea Eraclea Jesolo Caorle 

04/09 
8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-18.00 
8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
10.30 

(F) 

10.30-
13.00 
(M) 

8.30-
18.00 

13.00-
15.00 

(F) 

15.00-
18.00 
(M) 

11.40-
15.00 

15.10-18.00 

8.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

8.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

05/09 
8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

 
08.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 
8.30-
10.30 

(F) 

10.30-
13.00 
(M) 

 13.00-
15.00 

(F) 

15.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 

 

    

06/09 
8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

 
08.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 
8.30-
10.30 

(F) 

10.30-
13.00 
(M) 

 13.00-
15.00 

(F) 

15.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 

 

    

07/09 
8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

 
08.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 
8.30-
10.30 

(F) 

10.30-
13.00 
(M) 

 13.00-
15.00 

(F) 

15.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 

 

    

08/09 
8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

 
08.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 
8.30-
10.30 

(F) 

10.30-
13.00 
(M) 

 13.00-
15.00 

(F) 

15.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 

 

    

09/09 
8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

 
08.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 
8.30-
10.30 

(F) 

10.30-
13.00 
(M) 

 13.00-
15.00 

(F) 

15.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 

 

    

10/09 
8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-18.00 
8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
10.30 

(F) 

10.30-
13.00 
(M) 

 13.00-
15.00 

(F) 

15.00-
18.00 
(M) 

11.40-
15.00 

15.10-18.00 

8.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

8.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

11/09 
8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

 
08.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 
8.30-
10.30 

(F) 

10.30-
13.00 
(M) 

 13.00-
15.00 

(F) 

15.00-
18.00 
(M) 

15.10-
18.00 

15.10-18.00 

    

12/09 
8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

 
08.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 
8.30-
10.30 

(F) 

10.30-
13.00 
(M) 

 13.00-
15.00 

(F) 

15.00-
18.00 
(M) 

15.10-
18.00 

15.10-18.00 

    

13/09 
8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

 
08.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 
8.30-
10.30 

(F) 

10.30-
13.00 
(M) 

 13.00-
15.00 

(F) 

15.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 

 

    

14/09 
8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

 
08.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

 
8.30-
10.30 

(F) 

10.30-
13.00 
(M) 

8.30-
18.00 

13.00-
15.00 

(F) 

15.00-
18.00 
(M) 
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 High Jump Pole Vault Long Jump Triple Jump 

Stadium Jesolo Caorle Eraclea Jesolo Caorle Jesolo Caorle Eraclea Jesolo Caorle Eraclea 

04/09 

8.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
11.30 

(F) 

15.10-
18.00 
(M) 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

(F) 

08.30-
18.00 
(M) 

8.30-
18.00 

(F) 

08.30-
18.00 
(M) 

8.30-
10.00 

(F) 

15.00-
16.30 
(M) 

8.30-
18.00 

(F) 

08.30-
18.00 
(M) 

8.30-
18.00 

(F) 

08.30-
18.00 
(M) 

10.00-
11.30 

(F) 

16.30-
18.00 
(M) 

05/09                    

06/09                    

07/09                    

08/09                    

09/09                    

10/09 

8.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
11.30 

(F) 

15.10-
18.00 
(M) 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
18.00 

8.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

8.30-
13.00 

(F) 

13.00-
18.00 
(M) 

8.30-
10.00 

(F) 

15.00-
16.30 
(M) 

8.30-
18.00 

(F) 

08.30-
18.00 
(M) 

8.30-
18.00 

(F) 

08.30-
18.00 
(M) 

10.00-
11.30 

(F) 

16.30-
18.00 
(M) 

11/09 

  
 

8.30-
11.30 

(F) 

15.10-
18.00 
(M) 

   
 

  

8.30-
10.00 

(F) 

15.00-
16.30 
(M) 

  

 

 10.00-
11.30 

(F) 

16.30-
18.00 
(M) 

12/09 

  
 

8.30-
11.30 

(F) 

15.10-
18.00 
(M) 

   
 

  

8.30-
10.00 

(F) 

15.00-
16.30 
(M) 

  

 

 10.00-
11.30 

(F) 

16.30-
18.00 
(M) 

13/09                    

14/09                    

 

 Track Hurdles Steeplechase 

Stadium Jesolo Caorle Eraclea Jesolo Caorle Eraclea Jesolo Caorle Eraclea 

04/09 8.30-13.30 8.30-13.30 8.30-11.30 13.30-16.30 13.30-16.30 15.10-17.00 16.30-18.00 16.30-18.00 17.00-18.00 

05/09          

06/09          

07/09          

08/09          

09/09          

10/09 8.30-13.30 8.30-13.30 8.30-11.30 13.30-16.30 13.30-16.30 15.10-17.00 16.30-18.00 16.30-18.00 17.00-18.00 

11/09   8.30-11.30   15.10-17.00   17.00-18.00 

12/09   8.30-11.30   15.10-17.00   17.00-18.00 

13/09          

14/09          
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Technical Information Centre 

The TIC (Technical Information Centre) is accessible only to Team Managers and judges. Athletes should 

refer to the information point. 

Also follow the internet page http://www.emac-venice2019.com 

 

1. Position 

The TIC will be positioned in the three competition venues (Jesolo, Caorle and Eraclea) within the 

stadia.  
 

2. Opening times 

o No race days – Jesolo Stadium 

September 3rd  13:00-19:30  
September 4th 09:00-18:00 

o Competition days – all three stadia 

Opening 60 minutes before the first race. 
Closing 30 minutes after the last race. 

 

3. Services 

The specific TIC services are (but not limited to) the following: 
• Distribution and receipt of relay submission forms - Registration fee: € 20 

• Treatment of appeals/complaints (receipts and appeal/complaint forms). Complaint 

fee: € 100 

• Withdrawal from already confirmed races 

• NO STADIA Team statements  

• Schedule for award ceremonies 

• Booking of meeting rooms 

• Various information 

 

4. Booking of meeting rooms 

Each team will have the opportunity to book a meeting room at the Jesolo Stadium (with the 

exception of 10th September), subject to availability, for 1 hour per day at no additional cost. For 

further reservations, € 50 per hour will be charged. 

If there is a need for drinks, food, etc., everything must be booked the day before to the catering 

service available at the “A. Picchi” stadium. 

 

5. Registration Confirmation / Withdrawal 

During EMACS, athletes must use their accreditation check-in badge at the monitors for 

confirmation, near the TIC of Jesolo. 

The deadline for confirmation is set for all events at 18:00 on the day before the race. 

NB: To confirm registration please keep the paper receipt obtained from the confirmation stations. 

This document serves as proof of confirmation. 
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If an athlete has confirmed their own race(s) without appearing in the Call Room, this will lead to 

disqualification (DNS). If a valid medical reason exists, the competitor can withdraw from an event 

by filling out a form and handing it over to the TIC.  

Alternatively, the athlete can cancel the participation in a single event directly at the confirmation 

post within 1h 30 minutes from the entrance to the Call Room.  

If disqualified from an event due to the absence of a valid medical reason, the athlete will be 

excluded from all other following events the EMACS 2019. 

 

IAAF Rule 142.4: An athlete must be excluded from participating in all other events (including other 

events in which he participates simultaneously) in the competition, including the relays, in cases 

where: 

o A final confirmation was given that the athlete would leave in an event but did not 

participate. 

o A qualified athlete at a preliminary stage of an event for further participation in that event 

but failed to participate further. 

o An athlete failed to compete honestly with a genuine effort. The competent arbitrator will 

decide on this and the corresponding reference must be made in the official results. 

Note: the situation foreseen by rule 142.4 (c) will not apply to individual events within Combined 

Events. 

 

4. Final confirmation - relays 

Each EMA affiliated federation can only run one team for each relay and age event. 

The temporary composition of the relay race must be declared to the TIC no later than the day 

before the competition before 2.00 pm using the forms made available by the LOC. Please note that 

a fee of € 20 per relay must be paid directly upon registration. 

The final composition of a team and the starting order for a relay race must be officially declared 

no later than two hours before the published call time. The declaration must be made to the TIC. 

WMA Rule 170: The 4x100m and 4x400m relay races must be conducted for five years of age 

categories among the teams registered by the Team Managers. In each relay race, each affiliated 

nation can only enter one team and each athlete can compete in only one age group, which may 

be the lowest compared to his. 

 

5. Technical Meeting 

The first Technical Meeting will take place on the 4th September in a Meeting Room at “Armando 

Picchi” stadium in Jesolo from 17:00 to 19:00. 

The meeting will be held by EMA Technical Delegate (Mr, Martin Roald- Arbøl) in English language. 

To obtain detailed answers, Team Managers should send the written questions to the LOC at the 

email address info@emac-venice2019.com no later than September 4th at 12.00. 

All EMA member countries can send a maximum of 2 delegates and 1 interpreter if necessary. 
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6. Daily technical meeting 

Every day at 09:30 EMA and LOC will hold a briefing for all the Team Managers, in the same meeting 

room as the first Technical Meeting in Jesolo. 

During the meeting, all questions received by the respective TIC within the day before in writing will 

receive an oral response. 

The meetings will last no longer than 1 hour. 

 

Information points 

The information point will be the place which all athletes can contact for questions, comments, etc. and 

where they will be able to contact the LOC directly. The TIC is reserved only for Team Managers. 

1. Position 

The info points will be set up at the marquee in front of the "Armando Picchi" Stadium in Jesolo and 

at the Pala Expomar in Caorle. 

2. Opening hours 

The info points will be open following these times: 

o No race days 

September 3rd           13:00-19:30 
September 4th           09:00-18:00 
September 10th                10:00-18:00 

 
o Competition days  

Opening 60 minutes before the first race. 
Closing 30 minutes after the last race. 

 

3. Items and products for sale 

The following articles will be available for purchase within the EMACS Venice 2019 merchandising 
area: 

 Individual achievement diplomas € 3 (free for the first 3 athletes ranked) 

 Photo-finish photos € 3  

 List of printed results per single tender € 1 

 Tickets for the athletes' party € 35 

 Micro-perforated sport towel + nylon net bag measures 40 x80 cm € 8 

 Ballpoint pen + touch + smartphone support € 3 

 Ceramic cup dimensions 8 x 9.5 cm, 300 mm capacity with box € 7 

 Murano glass magnet with murrine insert 50 x 30 mm € 4 

 Key ring with pearl in the shape of a Venetian style lens in Murano glass, back in murrine    
€ 7 

 
Within the information point, cash (only euros) and credit card payments will be accepted. 
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4. Services 

The following services will be available within the information point: 

 Medals (if the athlete was unable to attend the awards ceremony) 

 Replacement of accreditation cards or race numbers (bib numbers) € 20 – only in Jesolo 

 Lost items 

 

Accreditation and final confirmation 

1. Welcome kit and accreditation badge 

Once in Jesolo all participants are requested to report to the Accreditation Centre at the 

marquee set up outside the "Armando Picchi" Stadium in Jesolo. A welcome kit with relevant 

information, accreditation badges, race numbers (bib numbers, etc.) will be distributed to all 

athletes, judges, volunteers, members of the LOC, accredited media representatives, VIPs, staff 

of the team and representatives of EMA affiliates. The badge must be withdrawn at the time of 

accreditation during the hours of operation of the Accreditation Centre and in enough time to 

carry out the final confirmation; it is valid only for the person to whom it was issued and cannot 

be transferred or sold. 

The control points will be managed and the drivers of the bus, the LOC staff, etc. they can 

request an additional identity document. Cards must be worn for identification and security 

purposes and provide access to restricted areas. 

 

2. Opening hours 

o No race days – marquee at Jesolo stadium 

September 3rd           13:00-19:30 
September 4th           09:00-18:00 
September 10th                10:00-18:00 

 
o Competition days  

Opening 60 minutes before the first race. 
Closing 30 minutes after the last race. 

 

3. Accreditation procedure 

Accreditation badges for athletes will be produced based on information received during 

registration. Photos are not required for this system. 

Special accreditation badges will be provided to: 

 Team Manager 

 Accompanying people 

 Judges 

 Organization staff 

 Volunteers 
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 VIP 

and will be used to access the rooms reserved for them. 

All accreditations are personal. If you are unable to collect your accreditation badge, you can 

ask a Team Manager or a member of your team to do so. In the latter case, it is necessary to fill 

out a specific form which is located at the accreditation centre. 

Please do not forget that accreditation and registration confirmation are not the same thing. 

After accreditation, it is NECESSARY to go directly to the registration confirmation desks to 

access their tenders. 

 

4. Badge loss 

Any lost or damaged accreditation badges must be reported immediately to the Technical 

Information Centre. A new badge could be issued following the payment of € 20 at the 

Accreditation Centre in Jesolo. 

 

5. Accompanying people 

Carers will also receive an accreditation badge, which will give them access to the areas and 

services reserved for them, including the TPL buses of the cities of Jesolo and Caorle and some 

events. 

Exceptions can be made only after contacting the TIC. 

 

Safety and Security 

1. Doctor and emergency 

First aid 

In all places of competition (stadia and road races) medical services (doctors and first aid 

personnel) will be provided, which will allow athletes to access medical care before, during 

(when the IAAF rules allow it) and after the competition. They will wear yellow T-shirts with 

"medical" written on them, making them easy to spot. 

First aid services will run during the competition days from half an hour before departure to half 

an hour after the end of the last competition. 

Medical emergency 

For emergency services or ambulance, call the following number: 112. 

Team Medical Service 

For the medical service provided by the teams, there will be areas available in the heating areas 

of each stadium, with access to a shower, toilet, changing rooms etc. All teams should cover 

their expenses in relation to the service they provide. 

No team medical service is authorized to treat athletes of other teams against payment without 

special authorization from LOC in all EMACS 2019 areas. 
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2. Insurance 

All athletes are invited to learn about any additional insurance needed in Italy in addition to 

those of the country of origin. 

EU Citizen: The European Health Insurance Card covers most medical care, except for 

emergencies and emergency repatriation at home. 

Non-EU citizen: to know if there is a reciprocal agreement for free medical access in Italy. Make 

sure that health insurance covers the worst possible scenario, such as an accident that requires 

an emergency flight to your residence. 

Teams / individuals are responsible for sufficient medical insurance to cover, for example, any 

hospital treatment, non-urgent treatment or emergency transport for their team members. 

 

3. Availability and health assistance costs  

Medical care is available everywhere in the country by contacting a doctor during consultation 

hours. 

In case of urgent need for medical assistance outside office hours, contact: 

- First Aid - Via Levantina 104 - Jesolo 

- First Aid - Via Riva dei Bragozzi 138 - Caorle 

- Rescue Point - Via Dancalia 68 - Eraclea Mare 

For minor issues, pharmacists can give advice and sell over-the-counter drugs. They can also 

advise when more specialized help is needed and direct them in the right direction. 

 

4. Drinking water 

In Italy and in particular in competition locations, tap water is 100% safe. 

 

5. Prohibited objects and practices 

The following articles and practices are prohibited in EMACS 2019 races and event venues: 

• Glass objects 

• Explosive devices 

• Weapons 

• Large banners or banners with commercial messages or offensive references 

• Use, possession and supply of illicit drugs 

• Illegal use, illegal possession and illegal supply of prescription drugs 

• The smoke 

• The distribution of flyers or any material not approved by EMACS 2019, whether for 

the purpose of the promotion or any other communication 

• Unauthorized tables or retail stands, trade, political and / or religious groups 

• Articles or practices prohibited by law in Italy 
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6. General advice 

Limit the amount of money you carry with you. 

Keep a copy of your passport and credit card numbers separate from your wallet and money. 

 

Competition information 

 

1. Final registrations 

Late registrations are not possible. Only athletes registered in time before the deadline and 

visible on the official starting lists are eligible to compete: 

Participation lists: http://www.fidal.it/risultati/2019/COD7632/Index.htm 

 

2. Age groups 

The age group of an athlete must be determined based on their date of birth. During all 

championships, an athlete must compete in the age group for which they qualify on the first day 

of competition (05/09/2019) of these championships and in no other age group, except in the 

cases permitted by specific rules of team and relay. The competition must be conducted only in 

the following age groups named as follows (rule 141 of the WMA manual): 

Age 
Group 

Birthdate 
Male Female 

35-39 M35 W35 06/09/1979 – 05/09/1984 

40-44 M40 W40 06/09/1974 – 05/09/1979 

45-49 M45 W45 06/09/1969 – 05/09/1974 

50-54 M50 W50 06/09/1964 – 05/09/1969 

55-59 M55 W55 06/09/1959 – 05/09/1964 

60-64 M60 W60 06/09/1954 – 05/09/1959 

65-69 M65 W65 06/09/1949 – 05/09/1954 

70-74 M70 W70 06/09/1944 – 05/09/1949 

75-79 M75 W75 06/09/1939 – 05/09/1944 

80-84 M80 W80 06/09/1934 – 05/09/1939 

85-89 M85 W85 06/09/1929 – 05/09/1934 

90-94 M90 W90 06/09/1924 – 05/09/1929 

95-99 M95 W95 06/09/1919 – 05/09/1924 

100+ M100 W100 Before and including 05/09/1919 

 

3. Timetable  

Daily timetables are available in APPENDIX 4. 

 

4. Schedule changes 

Any changes to the race program will be communicated to the team managers during the daily 

technical meeting. They will also be published on the appropriate notice boards and online at 

the EMACS 2019 website. 

No tender or phase of it must begin earlier than announced in the printed program. 
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5. Events changing 

Competitors are not allowed to change races or add events to those they are already registered, 

or take the place of another athlete in an event. Those who do not follow these rules will be 

disqualified from all events. 

 

Race procedures 

1. Participation rules 

EMACS 2019 are governed by the EMA rules and the technical rules of the IAAF and the WMA. 

All documents are available online at http://www.european-masters-athletics.org/ and 

https://world-masters-athletics.com/ . 

During EMACS 2019 the health of the athletes in compliance with the regulations will be 

supervised by a technical committee. This committee will work closely with the Safety Officers 

during the event. 

 

2. Implements and other technical equipment 

 

Use of personal implements 

Competitors can use their own throwing implements as long as they comply with the rules. 

Personal implements may be used by other athletes only with the specific permission of their 

owners. Any other competitor has the right to use that equipment if they wish. All tools are 

subject to inspection by the EMACS 2019 technical management at the identified location. It is 

the responsibility of the athletes to keep up to date on the opening times of the same. 

Personal tools must be delivered for verification to the Implement Control Station by 18:00 on 

the day before the event. 

The Implement Control Station is located in each competition field in the area indicated by the 

"Implement control station" sign. Please note that, after the check, all the tools will be marked 

with an approval mark and taken to the competition field by the staff in charge. Athletes will 

take care of their equipment until the end of the event. Athletes will find their equipment, at 

the end of the event, at the technical direction. If the approval mark is damaged or removed, it 

CANNOT be used in any event and another approval must be made. 

Implements for Pole Vault 

Poles for the Pole Vault are strictly personal instruments; therefore, the athletes must carry 

them by themselves. If transport is a problem, the poles can be rented at EMACS 2019 based on 

the "first come, first served" principle. The poles are of variable dimensions as per Appendix 5. 

There is a limited number of poles and therefore no guarantee in terms of dimensions, 

conditions, weights, availability, etc. 
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3. Call Room 

The Call Room will be located in each of the competition fields, indicated with appropriate signs 

and will be the last checkpoint. All competitors must present themselves in person to the call 

room at the time indicated below. All athletes are required to report to the Call Room before 

any competition for athlete control. 

Only athletes participating in competitions are allowed access to the call room. This area will not 

be accessible to Team Managers. 

Athletes who have confirmed their registration and are unable to present themselves in time to 

the Call Room, without a valid reason (for example, medical exemption, etc.) will be excluded 

from participating in that and all other subsequent events in the Championship, including the 

relays. 

Entry to the call room will be done according to the following schedule: 

• Race on track: 20 minutes before departure 

• Pole Vault: 50 minutes before the start of the race 

• All other events: 40 minutes before the start of the race 

The judges of the competition will accompany the athletes from the Call Room to the departure, 

respective platform or competition area, where athletes will have time for the final warm up 

before the beginning of the heats etc. The estimated time inside the Call Room is a maximum of 

10-15 minutes. 

The competitors of the Half Marathon, the 10 km Road Run, the Cross Country Running and the 

Road Race Walk must enter the starting area through the designated entrance not later than 30 

minutes before the start of the race to be subjected to a final check. 

The athletes of multiple trials (Combined Events and Throwing Pentathlon) must only confirm 

themselves at their first event of the day. 

Once in the Call Room, the athletes will be identified by their accreditation badge and their race 

number. During the stay, the judges will check clothes, shoes, personal items, etc. if necessary. 

At the appointed time, the athletes will be reunited, and the competition judges will lead them 

to the competition area. Team Managers must inform all their athletes about the times they 

must enter the call room and the procedures to be followed within it. 

 

4. Team clothing and equipment 

In accordance with the EMA rules, only official uniforms of the affiliated teams can be worn. 

Clothing must also comply with IAAF rules. Competitors must wear the uniform approved by 

their national federation. Advertising on athletes' clothing must comply with IAAF regulations. 

In relay events, all team members must all wear the same national team uniform, which clearly 

identifies the country they represent. Only the official uniform will be approved for use during 

the competition in the championships. 

The non-compliance will make the disqualification of the team indispensable. Award ceremonies 

are considered as part of the competition. 
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Once the athlete has confirmed the presence at the Call Room, the officials will verify the 

accreditation, bibs, uniforms, shoes (nail length) and personal objects of the athlete. 

Competitors are not allowed to bring mobile phones or communication equipment to the 

competition site. 

 

5. Spikes and soles 

The call room staff will be responsible for checking the spikes on the athletes' shoes. The 

maximum spike length is 9mm in all events, except for the high jump and javelin throw with a 

maximum length of 12mm. 

Shoes with spikes are admitted in the Cross Country Running. 

 

6. Results Announcement 

The results of all the races will be displayed online on the EMACS 2019 website 

(http://emac2019.fidalservizi.it/) under "Results". The results can be checked on the touch 

screens accessible in all competition areas. 

 

7. Protests and appeal 

Protests and appeals must be made in accordance with the rules of the IAAF (rule 146) and EMA 

as set out below. 

Any protest shall be made orally to the Referee by an athlete, by someone acting on his behalf 

or by an official representative of a team. Such person or team may protest only if they are 

competing in the same round of the event to which the protest (or subsequent appeal) relates 

(or are competing in a competition in which a team points score is being conducted). Where the 

appropriate Referee is not accessible or available, the protest should be made to him through 

the TIC. 

Protests regarding the status of an athlete to compete in championships must be made at the 

beginning of the championships, to the Technical Delegate. If the matter is not resolved before 

the championships, the athlete must be able to compete "under protest" and the matter must 

be submitted to the EMA council for a final decision. 

Protests regarding the results or conduct of an event must be made immediately to the referee 

of the event, and no later than 30 minutes after the official announcement of the results. Any 

complaint must be presented orally to the referee by the athlete in question. The judges should 

do everything possible to safeguard the rights of the athlete such as the provisional 

measurement of throws. 

If the final decision of Referee or EMATO is not satisfactory a written appeal can be submitted 

to the Jury of Appeal also through the TIC. Any written appeal to the Jury of Appeal must be 

made in accordance with Rule 146.5 and signed by a responsible official on behalf of the athlete 

and submitted to TIC within 30 minutes after the official announcement of the decision made 

by the Referee. When submitting an appeal form, a deposit of EUR 100, as set in the rules, must 
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be paid. If the protest is unsuccessful, the deposit will not be returned. The Jury’s decision will 

be provided in writing. 

The Award Ceremony can be delayed until the final decision of the Referee or Jury of Appeal. 

Complaints and appeals should be delivered to the TIC of each competition field. 

 

8. Lap timing and Lap counting 

In distance events, there will be timepieces clocks on the 400m. The lap counts will be assigned 

to the athletes and recorded so as to help the athlete’s placement correctly. 

During the race, competitors must remain in the lane in which they find themselves, so that 

sudden changes in the lane do not interfere with the arriving athletes. At the discretion of the 

competition director and technical delegate, two or more age groups can compete together, but 

there will be separate results and prizes for each age group. 

 

9. Transponder Timing System 

A transponder timing system will be used in all races longer than 5000m. 

Each athlete in these events will receive a transponder in their registration package after 

registration. The transponder will be an integrated part of the bib number. 

The race number containing the transponder must always be worn correctly (on the chest) 

during each event in which it is requested. Instructions on the correct use of the transponder in 

the registration package. Athletes may be required to pass through a test area before the start 

of each event to verify that the appropriate transducer is positioned and that the transponder 

is functioning properly. 

 

10. Records 

In the event that a world, European or championship record is obtained during this competition, 

this will be automatically detected by the EMA statesman. Those requesting the completion of 

national record modules must do so only through their Team Manager at the TIC. This operation 

must not be done by the athletes themselves. 

 

11. Safety Officers 

Safety Officers will be present during the Championship and for any of the following 

circumstances they can ask the athlete to leave the championship area. They will give two 

warnings by yellow card before a disqualification red card.  

 When the athlete´s participation is a danger to his/her own health or safety of others.  

 When the athlete´s participation may involve a big delay in the event´s development.  

 When an athlete, in the judge´s judgment, doesn´t have the necessary ability, or 

aptitude, to participate without risk in the event.  

When an officer has issued yellow cards previously or verbally instructed the athlete, the Safety 

Officer will disqualify the athlete by using a red card and /or in some cases verbally. This athlete 
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will have to immediately leave the event and championship arena. This will not bar them from 

further competition. 

These Officers, will be identified with specific uniforms. 

12. Blind and deaf athletes

Blind or deaf competitors requesting assistance must organize their assistants. Blind

competitors who require guides should not receive any advantage over other competitors in the

assistance received. The guides can be positioned only behind or on the side of the competitor.

A rope / cord between the athlete and the assistant can be used, but not to pull the competitor.

In lane races the outer lanes are used for these competitors. Dogs will not be allowed.

13. Non-European athletes

The competitions of these European Championships can also be attended by non-European
athletes with the following specifications:

• Participation in run races is limited. The athletes will have a separate final.

• Participation in launch competitions and extension jumps out-of-EMA -ranking

• Participation in elevation jumping competitions out-of-EMA-ranking

Track events 

1. Starters’ command

Starter control will be provided in English. Up to 400 m, the following commands will be used:

• "on your marks"

• "set"

• Gunshot (gunpowder, no electronic gun)

For the 800m races and beyond, the following commands will be used: 

• "on your marks"

• Gunshot (gunpowder, no electronic gun)

2. Starting blocks

Starting blocks are not mandatory and athletes are not required to have both hands in contact

with the track for the start of a race. Only the starting blocks provided by the organizers will be

admitted.

3. False start

For racing events, the athlete who makes a false start will be notified with a yellow / black card.

If a false start is committed twice, the athlete will be notified with a red / black card and will be

disqualified from the competition. The rule also applies to multiple tests.
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4. Lap timing and counting 

In distance events, there will be timepieces clocks on the 400m. The lap counts will be assigned 

to the athletes and recorded so as to help the athlete’s placement correctly. 

 

5. Finals composition 

The finals will consist of: 

 exclusively European athletes 

 8 athletes for 100m, 200m, 400m and hurdles (speed and 400) 

 12 athletes for the 800m 

 16 athletes for the 1500m 

 for races over 1500m, there will be direct endings 

In track races above 1500m, the age categories with many participants will be divided into series. 

Athletes without accreditation will be randomly placed by the computer in the slowest series. 

The final results will take into account all the series and will classify the athletes according to 

time. 

For advancement procedures and hurdles specification see Appendix 6. 

 

6. Steeplechases  

The competitors can overcome the barriers or climb on the upper part of the hurdle with a 

continuous movement, but they cannot climb. Both hands and feet can only touch the upper 

surface of the barriers. The Safety Officers will be positioned along the circuit and the athletes 

who break the rule will receive two warnings. Any further infringement will lead to 

disqualification. 

 

7. Relays (4x100m e 4x400m) 

The temporary composition of the Relay Race must be declared to the TIC no later than the day 

before the competition before 2.00 pm using the forms made available by the LOC. Please note 

that a fee of € 20 per relay must be paid directly upon registration 

Only one team per country will be accepted in each age group. Athletes can run in their own 

age group or in a younger age group to complete a team. The age category of a Relay Race will 

be determined by the age of the youngest runner. 

Teams that include members from different countries or a combination of men and women will 

not be able to participate. 

All athletes must have attended a single event and must wear their bibs on the back. New bibs 

(with country codes) to be worn in the front will be distributed in the Call Room. 
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Field Events 

All competitions will be directly final. There will be no qualifying stages. 

1. Horizontal jumps and throws 

All athletes are admitted to three trials. After the preliminary phase, the first eight competitors 

will be able to benefit from a further three trials. If more athletes are tied on eighth place, all of 

them will be admitted to the final phase. 

However, in competitions which have more than 22 confirmed athletes they will be conducted 

as follows: The participants will be divided in two” flights” according to the results reported in 

their entry. The half with the lowest ranked results will be in the first” flight” and they will have 

their three trials. The half with the highest ranked results will be in the second” flight” and they 

will have their three trials immediately after first” flight”. The participants with the eight best 

valid performances - counting both” flights” - will have three additional trials. According to IAAF 

Rules 180. 

For tool weights, see Appendix 6. 

 

2. Vertical Jumps 

Each field event will be conducted as a final (no qualifying rounds or preliminaries will be played). 

The various age groups will be combined as needed. If more than one age group is joined, the 

winner of each group can request height increases at will outside the progression. The rest of 

the competitors cannot jump to these heights but must continue in the normal progression. 

For high jump and Pole Vault, both feet must be lifted off the ground during the jump. Athletes 

are allowed to touch the landing area before passing the bar, as long as they do not give the 

athlete any advantage as determined by the competition judge. The athlete can be given a foul 

if it is decided by the judge in the event that the athlete has benefited from having hit the fall 

zone before landing. 

 

Starting heights and progression during the competition 

Initial heights and progression will be indicated during the first Technical Meeting. 

In any case, the competition will not start at a height: 

• lower than that agreed in a technical meeting 

• less than what is allowed by the equipment available in the field 

• less than the height of the landing area 

 

3. Combined Events  

The groups will be formed according to the number of registered athletes, also combining 

different age groups. 

Each group will have a dedicated referee who will move from one competition area to another. 

The referee is responsible for verifying the results and sending the results to the Data 

Management Office and is the official source of information for the group on the location and 

calendar of events. 
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The final points awarded will be calculated according to the EMA points system for multiple 

tests. 

Non stadia Events 

1. Half Marathon

The Half Marathon will be the closing event of EMACS 2019 with a running event aimed at both

EMACS and open race competitors. The race will take place in the centre of Jesolo and will show

everything that represents the city: modernity, internationally recognized cultural life, beautiful

surroundings and open-mindedness.

Men and women will run together, and in the same way the EMACS 2019 athletes and the riders

participating in the open races. There will be a separate start group for EMACS 2019 participants.

The age of the competitors can be identified by the bibs on the back. The RFID chip must be

worn on the front.

All competitors must present themselves in the designated area indicated no later than 30

minutes before departure. There will be a call-room/check-in before departure, with toilets and

drinking water inside.

The medical staff will be around the course and near the finish line.

Provided supplies will be available on the course with water, energy drink (carbohydrates),

energy bars and fruit. The refreshment stations will be at: 5km, 10km, 15km, 20km and at the

finish line. There are no personal refreshment stations.

The sponging areas will be 3, at 7.5, 12.5 and 17.5km.

Even the accompanying people can participate in the open race half marathon. Registrations are

open online until Sunday 25th August for € 35.

2. 10km Road Race

The Road Race will be a running event for both EMACS and open race competitors. The race will

take place in the centre of Jesolo and will show everything that represents the city: modernity,

internationally recognized cultural life, beautiful surroundings and open-mindedness.

Men and women will run together, and in the same way the EMACS athletes and the competitors

participating in the open races. There will be a separate start group for EMACS participants. The

age of the competitors can be identified by the bibs on the back. The RFID chip must be worn

on the front.

All riders must present themselves in the designated area indicated no later than 30 minutes

before departure. There will be a Call-Room/check-in before the staring area, with toilets and

drinking water inside.

The Medical Staff will be around the course and near the finish line.

On the course will be sponging station where will be available water, energy drink

(carbohydrates), energy bars and fruits. The sponging stations will be at 5 km and at finish

line. There are no personal refreshment stations.
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Even the accompanying people can participate in the 10km open Road Race. Registrations are 

open online until Sunday 25th August for € 35. 

3. Road Race Walk (10Km e 20km)

The Road Race Walk Races planned are: 10km and 20km for all categories.

The race will be judged by international and national Race-Walking Judges who are part of the 
EMA Race Walk Judges Panel that will be present along the way to check for possible violations 
of IAAF, WMA and EMA standards.

One or more Posting Boards shall be placed on the course and near the finish to keep athletes 
informed about the number of Red Cards that have been sent to the Chief Judge for each athlete.

The competitors will receive notices from the judges (yellow paddle) with the symbol of the 
offence on each side.

An athlete who is disqualified shall immediately after being disqualified, remove the 
distinguishing bibs and leave the course.

The races will take place in Eraclea on 11.09 (10km) and 14.09 (20km) along a traffic-free circuit 
of 1.413km to be repeated seven times with the addition of a 54.5m stretch at the start and 
finish for a total of further 109m (for the 10km) or to be repeated fourteen times with the 
addition of a stretch of 109m at the start and arriving for a further 218m (for the 20km). A display 
clock will be placed in the finish area. The medical staff will be around the course and near the 
finish line.

Times: During the race the athletes must wear both bibs received; the breastplate with the RFID 
chip in front and the other on the back.

Supplies: two refreshment areas and two sponging areas will be available for each lap. The filling 
stations can also be used as personal refreshment areas; up to two officials per team will be 
available.

4. Cross Country Running

It will be a 4km race to be held September 8th, in Caorle on a track with a flat grassy bottom with

a short uphill section and a subsequent descent. We leave and arrive inside the Fisherman's

Park, adjacent to the "Giovanni Chiggiato" Stadium. In the area of the course will be set up all

the services necessary for the conduct of the races.

Personal drinks will not be permitted. The medical staff will be present on the course and at the

beginning and at the finish line.

Athletes are advised that any stimulation by persons not in competition is prohibited. The

athlete will be disqualified without notice during the race.
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5. Team events (Half Marathon, Road Race Walk 10 and 20km and Cross Country 

Running) 

In the Half Marathon, Road Race Walk 10 and 20km and In Cross Country Running a team ranking 

will be drawn up with the aggregation of the time of the three best athletes of each team. 

There are two types of teams in EMACS 2019: 

Natural team 

A natural team is composed of three athletes from the same country in the same age group. No 

further information is required from the team manager before the race. 

Composed Team  

A composed team consists of three athletes from the same country but belonging to different 

age groups who compete in the same race. If a nation can put together a natural team in one of 

the age groups concerned, a composed team is not allowed. A composed team competes in the 

age range of its youngest athlete, but the athletes will compete in their age group for the 

individual classifications. The team manager must inform the TIC about the names of the 

athletes. 

Registration 

It is not possible to pre-register for competitions or team races. The registration must be done 

at the TIC the day before the event by 14:00.  

NOTE: only one team per country by age group. The first three athletes of each nation in their 

respective age groups form a team. An athlete can only compete once in a given discipline - 

regardless of age. 

 

Medal Ceremonies 

The award ceremonies will take place in the specially prepared area, adjacent to the competition field, 

where the competition took place. 

Athletes must present themselves in the ceremonial area at least 15 minutes before the award 

ceremony according to the program of ceremonies that will be posted to the TIC and on the official 

notice boards. 

Athletes must participate in ceremonies by wearing their official competition uniforms. They are also 

required to wear the race number. 

For the relay races, only the four athletes who participated in the final can take part in the awards. The 

diplomas for athletes or teams ranked from 1st to 3rd place will come to TIC; the athletes who want to 

apply for the participation certificate with the placement must present themselves to the information 

points 

Competitors who are unable to collect the medal (or medals) during the ceremonies, can collect them 

after the ceremony. No medals will be given before the awards ceremony. 
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1. Award Ceremonies and Medals 

The award ceremonies are an important part of the competition for each athlete and the 

ceremonies must be followed by everyone. 

2. Procedure 

As a general rule, each award ceremony will be held approximately 45 minutes after the finish 

of the event. To simplify the process, the medal winners must present themselves in the 

ceremonial area no later than 15 minutes before the planned ceremony.  

3.  Times Schedule 

A calendar of award ceremonies will be published on the official bulletin board of all venues, at 

the info point and in the areas reserved for award ceremonies. The timing for the ceremonies is 

tight, and it is therefore of the utmost importance to be on time (no later than 15 minutes before 

the ceremony). 

4. Medals and Diplomas 

A medal and a diploma are assigned for free to the first three athletes ranked. Diplomas from 

the 4th athlete on are available at the cost of € 3 and on request at the info point.  

Competitors who are unable to receive their medals at the award ceremonies can pick them up 

at the TIC from the next day. If athletes are unable to collect their medals and their own 

diplomas, they can be requested by a team member by signing an official form at TIC. No medals 

will be delivered before the awards ceremony. 

 

Anti Doping 

Anti-doping tests will be conducted according to IAAF-WADA rules by the anti-doping agency. 

Athletes selected for doping controls will be notified immediately after the end of the competition. A 

Chaperon will be appointed for each athlete and will accompany them to the Doping Control Centre in 

each location. Personal documents are required (ID card - ID). 

Drinks will be provided for those athletes who want them. Athletes should only drink sealed bottle drinks 

provided by the organizers. Athletes should be aware that refusal to supply a sample can make them 

susceptible to disqualification. 

The athletes to be tested can invite a companion to the control centre. A special pass will be provided 

to accompany the athlete to the doping control staff. The EMA doping control delegate and / or the LOC 

doping control delegate will personally check the doping controls, which will be conducted in accordance 

with IAAF rules and regulations. 

 

1. Selection Procedures 

The selection of athletes for the tests is done randomly and any athlete, regardless of their age 

and gender and the type of event they participate in, can be chosen. The procedural guidelines 

established by WADA are strictly observed in the tests of all athletes. 
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If you are selected for a test, this will be reported by a test officer (Chaperon) who will be clearly 

identified and accredited as part of the test group. The athlete will be informed of his selection 

to undergo a doping test and the test officer will accompany him to the test control area. All 

competitors must be aware that rejection of a test will be considered as a positive doping test. 

 

2. Testing Procedures 

The accompanying person will accompany the athlete to the doping control centre located in 

the competence stage where the test procedure will be fully explained by the control team. The 

athlete can request information on any question relating to the test procedure, during or after 

completing the required modules. Questions or complaints must be noted before signing the 

forms. 

 

3. Athletes’ Rights 

An athlete selected for doping testing is normally informed immediately after completing an 

event. Chaperon will stay with the athlete until the athlete is presented in the test control area. 

The athletes to be tested can invite a companion to accompany them. A special pass to 

accompany the athlete will be provided to the employee by the doping control staff. With the 

consent of the test manager and at any time, the athlete can: 

• Attend a victory ceremony 

• Compete in other races 

• Receive the necessary medical assistance 

• Fulfill media commitments 

• Warm up (cool down) or cool off 

The EMA doping control delegate and / or the LOC doping control delegate will personally 

supervise the doping controls, which will be conducted in accordance with the IAAF rules and 

regulations. 

 

4. Athletes’ Responsibilities 

It is athlete's responsibility to make sure that the following is done during the sample collection 

process. 

In general: be aware of and comply with IAAF / EMA / WADA anti-doping regulations. 

In case of tests: 

• Follow the doping test procedure 

• Check the urine sample until it is sealed in the sample collection kit 

• Ensure that the sealed sample collection kit is protected and identified 

• Ensure that all appropriate documentation is accurate, complete and signed 

Note: if any part of the test procedure raises doubts, the concern must be recorded on the test 

form and the Team Manager must be informed. The doping test form must be retained by the 

athlete and should not be given to anyone else. 
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5. TUE - Therapeutic Use Exemption 

In the event that the athlete is required to take drugs to treat a disease or condition that is on 

the list of prohibited substances, the exemption from therapeutic use (TUE) can give the athlete 

the authorization to take the medicine necessary. 

 

Opening Ceremony 

All EMACS 2019 competitors, officials and supporters are invited to participate in the official opening 

ceremony. All the teams are also invited to join the opening ceremony of the nations in official team 

uniform. The key details are as follows: 

Date: Thursday 05 September 2019 

Time: 18: 30-19: 30 

Address: Stadio Armando Picchi Jesolo 

 

Media 

1. Media access 

All accredited media will have access to dedicated facilities within the media center, located on 

the central stand of the Picchi stadium in Jesolo. 

 Any requests for accreditation and information can be requested at the following email address: 

mauroferraro2@gmail.com . 

 

2. Social media 

EMACS 2019 is present on web and social media platforms. Feel free to follow us: 

EMA website: http://www.european-masters-athletics.org/   

Event website: http://emac2019.fidalservizi.it/ 

Facebook: EMA official group https://www.facebook.com/groups/725356204143268/ 

      Event page www.facebook.com/emacvenice2019/ 

Instagram: www.instagram.com/emacvenice2019/  

Twitter: https://twitter.com/emacvenice2019 

YouTube channel https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCI9OZDT93FEokqASoqUSn-Q 

Tag us using @emacvenice2019 on socials and use our official hashtag and do the check-in in 

the venues #emacs2019 
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FULL TIMETABLE BY DATE 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Compet it ion Day 1  – September 5  

 

Jesolo 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

09.00 100 m heat  M35  Shot put   W85+   

09.20 100 m heat  M40     

09.30     Triple jump A M35    

09.40 100 m heat   M45     

10.05   100 m heat          M50      

10.00    High jump  M55   

10.25 100 m  Heat   M55     

10.30   Shot  Put   W75-80   

10.30   Triple jump B M40   

11.00 100 m Heat  M60     

11.20 100 m Heat  M65     

11.35 100 m Heat   M70     

11.50 100 m Heat   M75     

12.00   Triple jump A M45   

12.05 100 m Heat   M80     

12.15   High jump  M60   

12.20 100 m Heat   M85     

12.40   1500 m heat   M35      

13.00   1500 m heat   M40      

13.00   High jump  M65   

13.20   1500 m heat   M45      

13.30     Triple jump B M50    

13.40   1500 m heat   M50      

14.00   1500 m heat   M55      

14.30   1500 m heat   M60      

15.00   1500 m heat   M65  High jump  M70   

15.30   1500 m heat   M70      

17.00 

17.15 

17.30 

17.45 

18.00 

 

 

Opening Ceremony  



Compet it ion Day 1  – September 5 

 

Caorle  

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

08.30 100 m dec. M35     

08.40 100 m dec. M40     

09.00 100 m dec. M50     

09.10   Long jump dec.  M35   

09.15   80 m Hu. hep. W65+     

09.20   Long jump dec.  M40   

09.55   Long jump dec.  M50   

10.00   High jump hep.   W65+   

10.10 100 m dec. M45 Shot put dec.  M35   

10.40   Shot put dec.  M40   

11.00   Long jump dec.  M45   

11.30   High jump dec. M35   

11.30   Shot put dec.  M50   

12.00   High jump dec. M40   

12.30   Shot put dec.  M45   

12.45   Shot put hep. W65+   

13.00 100 m dec. M60   High jump dec.       M50    

13.30 100 m dec. M55      

13.45 400 m dec.         M35  Long jump dec.  M60   

14.15 200 m hep.        W65+  Hammer W35   

14.30   High jump dec. M45   

14.15   Long jump dec.  M55   

14.25 400 m dec. M40      

15.30   Shot put dec. M60   

15.30   Hammer W40   

15.45   Shot put dec. M55   

16.50   High jump dec. M60   

17.00   Hammer W45   

17.00 400 m dec. M50      

17.15 400 m dec. M45 High jump dec. M55   

17.30 100 m heat  W35  Triple jump  W75-80-85   

17.45 100 m heat  W40      

18.00 100 m heat  W45      

18.20 100 m heat  W50      

18.40 100 m heat  W55      

18.45   Hammer W50   

18.55 100 m heat  W60      

19.10 100 m heat  W65     

19.25 100 m heat  W75     

19.50 400 m dec. M60      

20.10 400 m dec.  M55     

 



Compet it ion Day 1  – September 5 

 

Eraclea  

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

14.00   Weight throw   W55   

15.00 1500 m heat  W45 Weight throw   W60   

15.30 1500 m heat  W35     

16.30   Weight throw   W65   

17.30   Weight throw   W70   



Compet it ion Day 2  - September 6 

 

Jesolo 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

09.00     Triple jump A M55    

09.00   Shot put A   W70   

09.30 100 m  semifinal M70     

09.40 100 m  semifinal M65     

09.50 100 m semifinal M60     

10.00   High jump    M75   

10.00 100 m semifinal M55     

10.10 100 m semifinal M50     

10.15     Triple jump B M60    

10.30 100 m semifinal M45 Shot put B   W65   

10.40 100 m semifinal M40     

10.50 100 m semifinal M35     

11.15 300 m Hu. heat        W50     

11.30     Triple jump A M65    

11.45 400 m Hu. heat  M35 Shot put A  W60   

11.55 400 m Hu. heat  M40     

12.05 400 m Hu. heat  M45     

12.20 400 m Hu. heat  M50     

12.35 400 m Hu. heat  M55     

12.50 400 m Hu. heat  W35     

13.00     Triple jump B M70    

13.00   Shot put B  W55   

13.10 300 m Hu. heat  M60     

13.20 300 m Hu. heat  M65     

13.40 300 m Hu. heat  M70     

15.00   Shot put A  W50   

16.00   High jump    M80-85-90   

16.30   Shot put B  W45   

17.00 100 m  Final M90+     

17.07 100 m  Final M85     

17.15 100 m  Final M80     

17.22 100 m  Final M75     

17.30 100 m  Final M70     

17.37 100 m  Final M65     

17.45 100 m  Final M60     

17.45   Shot put A  W35-40   

17.52 100 m  Final M55     

18.00 100 m  Final M50     

18.07 100m   Final M45     

18.15 100m   Final M40     

18.22 100m   Final M35     

  



Compet it ion Day 2  - September 6  

 

Caorle  

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

08.00 110 m Hu. dec. M35     

08.10 110 m Hu. dec. M40     

08.45   Discus dec. M35   

09.00   Discus dec. M40   

09.15 100 m Hu. dec. M50     

10.15   Discus dec. M50   

10.15   Pole vault  dec. M35   

10.40   Pole vault  dec. M40   

10.45 110 m Hu. dec. M45     

11.45   Discus dec. M45   

12.45   Pole vault  dec M50   

13.00   Javelin dec. M35   

13.15   Hammer M55   

13.15   Hammer M60   

14.00   Pole vault  dec M45   

14.00   Javelin dec. M40   

14.00   1500 m  dec. M35      

14.45 100 m Hu. dec. M55     

15.00   Hammer M65   

15.00   Hammer M70   

15.15   Triple Jump  W35-40   

15.20   1500 m  dec. M40      

15.20   Javelin dec. Gr A  M50   

15.30   Long jump hep. W65-70-75   

15.30 100 m Hu. dec. M60     

15.30   Discus dec. M55   

16.15   Discus dec. M60   

16.20   Javelin dec. Gr  B M50   

16.40   Hammer M75   

16.40   Hammer M80-85-90   

16.45   Triple Jump  W45   

16.45   Javelin hep. W65-70-75   

17.00 100 m semi W45     

17.15   Javelin dec. Gr  C M50   

17.20 100 m semi W50     

17.35   Pole vault  dec M55   

18.10 800 m hep. W65-70-75     

18.15   Triple Jump  W50   

18.15   Hammer W80-85-95   

18.15   Javelin dec.  M45   

18.30   Hammer W75   

18.30   Pole vault  dec M60   

18.30   1500 m  dec. M50      

18.55 100 m Final    W35     

19.02 100 m Final    W40     

19.10 100 m Final    W45     

19.17 100 m Final    W50     

19.25 100 m Final    W55     

19.32 100 m Final    W60     

19.40 100 m Final    W65     

19.47 100 m Final    W70     

19.45   Javelin dec. Gr  A M55   

19.55 100 m Final    W75     

20.00 100 m Final    W80-85-90     

20.10  1500 m  dec. M45      

20.15   Javelin dec. Gr  A M60   

20.45   Javelin dec. Gr  B M55   



Compet it ion Day 2  - September 6  

 

21.25   Javelin dec. Gr  B M60   

21.50  1500 m  dec. M55      

22.25  1500 m  dec. M60      



Compet it ion Day 2  - September 6 

 

Eraclea  

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

08.15 5000 m race w alk W60+     

09.15 5000 m race w alk W50-55     

09.45   Weight throw   M50   

10.00 5000 m race w alk W45     

10.45 5000 m race w alk W35-40     

11.00   Weight throw   M45   

11.30 5000 m race w alk M35-40     

15.00 5000 m race w alk M45-50     

15.45 5000 m race w alk M55 Weight throw   M40   

16.30 5000 m race w alk M60     

17.15 5000 m race w alk M65 Weight throw   M35   

18.00 5000 m race w alk M70     

18.45 5000 m race w alk M75+     



Compet it ion Day 3  - September 7 

 

Jesolo 

 
Track Group Field Group Out of Stadia  Group 

13.30   High jump    M50   

15.00 200 m Hu. Final W70-75   Triple jump  M75    

15.07 200 m Hu. Final M80-85     

15.15 300 m Hu. Final W65     

15.22 300 m Hu. Final W60     

15.30 300 m Hu. Final M75     

15.37 300 m Hu. Final M70     

15.40   High jump    M45   

15.45 300 m Hu. Final W55      

15.52 300m Hu. Final W50     

16.00 300 m Hu. Final M65     

16.07 300 m Hu. Final M60     

16.15 400 m Hu. Final W35   Triple jump  M80    

16.22 400 m Hu. Final W40     

16.30 400 m Hu. Final W45     

16.40 400 m Hu. Final M55     

16.47 400 m Hu. Final M50     

16.55 400 m Hu. Final M45      

17.02 400 m Hu. Final M40     

17.10 400 m Hu. Final M35     

17.20 1500 m Final M80-85   Triple jump  M85-90-95    

17.30 1500 m Final M75     

17.40 1500 m Final M70     

17.50 1500 m Final M65 High jump    M40   

18.00 1500 m Final M60     

18.10   1500 m Final          M55      

18.20   1500 m Final M50      

18.30   1500 m Final M45      

18.40   1500 m Final M40      

18.50   1500 m Final M35      

19.00   High jump    M35   



Compet it ion Day 3  - September 7 

 

Caorle 

 
Track Group Field Group Out of Stadia  Group 

08.30 100 m Dec. M70     

08.40 100 m Dec. M75-80-85     

09.00 100 m Hu. Hep. W35     

09.10   80 m Hu. Hep. W40     

09.15   Long jump dec. M70   

09.20   Long jump dec. M75-80-85   

10.00   High jump Hep. W35-40   

10.15   Shot  put   Dec. M75-80-85   

10.40   Shot  put   Dec. M70   

11.15   High jump Dec. M75-80-85   

12.00   High jump Dec. M70   

12.00   Shot put   Hep. W35-40   

12.00 80 m Hu. Hep. W45     

12.15 80 m Hu. Hep. W50     

12.45 100 m Dec. M65     

13.00   Hammer    W55   

13.00   High jump Hep. W45-50   

13.00   400 m Dec. M75-80-85      

13.20 200 m Hep. W35-40     

13.30   Hammer   M35   

13.30   Long jump dec. M65   

13.45 80 m Hu. Hep. W55     

14.00 80 m Hu. Hep. W60     

14.30   Hammer    W60   

14.30  400 m Dec.  M70      

14.45   High jump Hep. W55-60   

14.50   Hammer    M40   

15.00   Shot  put   Dec. M65   

15.30   Triple jump W55   

16.00   Shot  put   Hep. W45-50   

16.15   Hammer    M45   

16.15   High jump Dec. M65   

16.30   Hammer    W65   

16.45   Triple jump W60   

17.30 200 m Hep. W45-50     

17.30   Shot  put   Hep. W55-60   

18.00   Hammer    W70   

18.00   Hammer    M50   

18.30   Triple jump W65-70   

18.45 200 m Hep. W55-60     

19.00   400 m Dec. M65      



Compet it ion Day 3  - September 7 

 

Eraclea  

 
Track Group Field Group Out of Stadia  Group 

09.00   Weight throw   M80+   

11.00   Weight throw   W35-40   

15.00   Weight throw   W45   

16.00   1500 m Final W35      

16.15   1500 m Final W40      

16.30   1500 m Final W45  Weight throw   W50   

16.45   1500 m Final W50      

17.00   1500 m Final W55      

17.15 1500 m Final W60     

17.30 1500 m Final W65     

17.45 1500 m Final W70     

18.00 1500 m Final W75+ Weight throw    M75   



Compet it ion Day 4  - September 8 

 

Jesolo 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

09.20   400 m heat  M80      

09.30   Shot put A M85-90   

09.40   400 m heat  M75     

09.50   Pole Vault     M55   

09.55   400 m heat   M70      

10.15 400 m heat  M65     

10.35 400 m heat  M60     

10.55 400 m heat  M55       

11.00   Shot put A  M80   

11.15 400 m heat  M50     

11.45 400 m heat  M45     

12.00   Pole Vault     M60   

12.15 400 m heat  M40     

12.30   Shot put A M75   

12.35 400 m heat  M35     

15.00   Pole Vault     M65   

16.20 400 m semi M70     

16.45 400 m semi M60     

16.55 400 m semi M55     

17.00   Pole Vault     M70   

17.05 400 m semi M50     

17.15 400 m semi M45     

17.25 400 m semi M40     

17.35 400 m semi M35     



Compet it ion Day 4  - September 8 

 

Caorle 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

08.30 100 m Hu. Dec. M65     

08.45 80 m Hu. Dec. M70     

09.00 400 m heat  W35   Cross Country Km 4 W55+ 

09.15 400 m heat  W40   Discus Dec. M65    

09.30 400 m heat  W45 Discus Dec. M70   

09.30   Long jump Hep. W35-40   

09.30   Long jump Hep. W45-50   

09.45 400 m heat  W50   Cross Country Km 4  W35-40-45-50  

09.45     Cross Country Km 4  M65+ 

10.00 400 m heat  W55     

10.15 400 m heat  W60     

10.30 400 m heat  W65 Discus  W45   

11.00   Discus  W35 Cross Country Km 4  M55-60  

11.00   Pole vault  dec M65   

11.00   Pole vault  dec M70   

11.00   Javelin Hep. W35-40   

11.00   Javelin Hep. W45-50   

11.00   Long jump Hep. W55-60   

11.30 80 m Hu. Dec. M75     

11.35 80 m Hu. Dec. M80     

11.35 80 m Hu. Dec. M85     

11.40     Cross Country Km 4  M45-50  

12.15     Cross Country Km 4  M35-40  

12.30   Discus  W40   

12.30   Discus Dec. M75-80-85   

12.30   Javelin Hep. W55-60   

13.30  800 m Hep. W35-40 Discus  W50   

13.45  800 m Hep.  W45-50  Javelin Dec. M65   

14.00 800 m Hep. W55-60 Pole vault  dec M75-80-85 Nordic Walking Km10  All age Groups 

14.10   Javelin Dec. M70   

14.30   Discus  M40   

15.15   Discus  M35   

15.15 1500 m Dec. M65     

15.45 1500 m Dec. M70     

16.00   Discus  M50   

16.10   Javelin Dec. M75-80-85   

16.40   Discus  M45   

17.15 1500 m Dec. M75-80-85     

17.55      Long jump            W75+   

18.15   Discus  W75   

18.15 400 m semi W35 Discus  W80-85-95   

18.30 400 m semi W40     



Compet it ion Day 4  - September 8 

 

Eraclea 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

08.30 10.000 m M75+ Weight throw         M55   

10.00 10.000 m M70     

10.30   Weight throw         M60   

11.30 10.000 m M35     

13.30 10.000 m M40     

14.30 10.000 m M45     

15.30 10.000 m M50     

15.30   Weight throw         M65   

16.30 10.000 m         M55     

17.30 10.000 m M60     

17.00   Weight throw          M70    

18.30 10.000 m M65     



Compet it ion Day 5  - September 9 

 

  Jesolo 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

09.00 80 m hurdles heat  W60 Shot put A M70   

09.15 80 m hurdles heat  W40     

09.30 80 m hurdles heat  W50     

09.45 80 m hurdles heat  M70     

10.00 100 m hurdles heat  M65       

10.00   Pole Vault     M80-85   

10.00   Shot put B  M65   

10.15 100 m hurdles heat M60     

10.20 100 m hurdles heat M55     

10.35 100 m hurdles heat M50     

10.50 110 m hurdles heat M45     

11.30   Shot put A  M60   

13.30   Shot put B    M55   

15.00   Shot put A    M50   

16.00 400 m final M85-90-95     

16.00   Pole Vault     M75   

16.07 400 m final M80     

16.15 400 m final M75     

16.22 400 m final M70 Shot put B    M45   

16.30 400 m final M65     

16.45 400 m final M60     

16.52 400 m final M55     

17.00 400 m final M50     

17.07 400 m final M45     

17.15 400 m final M40 Shot put A    M40   

17.22 400 m final M35     

18.30   Shot put B    M35   



Compet it ion Day 5  - September 9 

 

  Caorle 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

14.00   Discus  W55   

14.30   Long jump W35   

15.30   Discus  W60   

15.30   Long jump W40   

15.45   Javelin M75   

16.40   Long jump W45   

17.00   Discus  W65   

17.00   Javelin M80   

18.00 400 m Final W35     

18.00   Discus  W70   

18.00   Javelin M85-90   

18.00   Long jump W50   

18.07 400 m Final W40     

18.15 400 m Final W45     

18.22 400 m Final W50     

18.30 400 m Final W55     

18.38 400 m Final W60     

18.45 400 m Final W65     

18.52 400 m Final W70     

19.00 400 m Final W75-80     



Compet it ion Day 5  - September 9 

 

  Eraclea  

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

08.30 10.000 m W70-75     

09.30   Weight  Throw       W75   

10.00 10.000 m W65     

11.00   Weight  Throw       W80+   

11.30 10.000 m         W35     

13.30 10.000 m W40     

14.30 10.000 m W45     

15.30 10.000 m W50     

16.30 10.000 m W55     

17.30 10.000 m W60     



Compet it ion Day 6  - September 11 

 

Jesolo 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

09.00 200 m heat  M80     

09.15 200 m heat  M75     

09.30 200 m heat  M70 Pole Vault     M35   

09.50 200 m heat  M65     

10.10 200 m heat  M60     

10.40 200 m heat  M55     

11.15 200 m heat  M50       

11.30   Pole Vault     M40   

11.45 200 m heat  M45     

12.15 200 m heat  M40     

12.35 200 m heat  M35     

14.00   Pole Vault     M45   

15.00 800 m heat  M35     

15.30 800 m heat  M40     

16.00 800 m heat  M45     

16.30 800 m heat  M50 Pole Vault     M50   

17.00 800 m heat  M55     

17.30 800 m heat  M60     

18.00 800 m heat  M65     

18.30 800 m heat  M70     

18.45 800 m heat  M75     

19.00 800 m heat  W60     

19.15 800 m heat  W55     

19.30 800 m heat  W50     

19.45 800 m heat  W45     

20.00 800 m heat  W40     

20.15 800 m heat  W35     



Compet it ion Day 6  - September 11 

 

Caorle 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

12.20   Javelin M60   

14.10   Javelin M55   

15.15   Long jump W65-70   

15.20   Discus M80-85-90   

15.30   Javelin W35-40-45   

16.55   Javelin M65   

16.55   Long jump W60   

17.00   Javelin W50   

17.30   Discus M75   

17.30  200 m  heat  W35      

17.45  200 m  heat  W40      

18.00  200 m  heat  W45      

18.20  200 m  heat  W50      

18.30   Javelin M70   

18.30   Javelin W75-80-85-95   

18.30   Long jump W55   

18.40  200 m  heat  W55     

19.00  200 m  heat  W60      

19.20  200 m  heat  W65      

19.35  200 m  heat  W70      



Compet it ion Day 6  - September 11 

 

Eraclea  

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

08.00     10 km race w alk M60+ 

09.45     10 km race w alk W35+ 

11.45     10 km race w alk M35-55 



Compet it ion Day 7  – September 12 

 

Jesolo 

 
Track Group Field Group Out of Stadia  Group 

09.00   Long jump  M55   

09.20 200 m semifinal M70     

09.35 200 m semifinal M65     

09.45 200 m semifinal M60     

09.55 200 m semifinal M55     

10.10 200 m semifinal M50     

10.20 200 m semifimal M45     

10.30 200 m semifinal M40     

10.40 200 m semifnal M35     

11.00 80 m hurdles final W75     

11.07 80 m hurdles final W70     

11.15 80 m hurdles final W65     

11.22 80 m hurdles final W60     

11.30 80 m hurdles final M80-85     

11.37 80 m hurdles final W55     

11.45   Long jump  M60   

11.45 80 m hurdles final W50     

11.52 80 m hurdles final W45     

12.00 80 m hurdles final W40     

12.07 80 m hurdles final M75     

12.15 80 m hurdles final M70     

12.22 100 m hurdles final W35     

12.30 100 m hurdles final M65     

12.37 100 m hurdles final M60     

12.45 100 m hurdles final M55     

12.52 100 m hurdles final M50     

13.00 110 m hurdles final M45     

13.10 110 m hurdles final M40     

13.17 110 m hurdles final M35     

14.15   2000 m Steeplechase W55+     

14.30   2000 m Steeplechase W45-50 Long jump  M65   

14.45   2000 m Steeplechase W35-40     

15.00   2000 m Steeplechase M70+     

15.15   2000 m Steeplechase M65     

15.30   2000 m Steeplechase M60     

15.45   3000 m Steeplechase M55     

16.05  3000 m Steeplechase M50     

16.25  3000 m Steeplechase M45     

16.45  3000 m Steeplechase M40     

17.05  3000 m Steeplechase M35 Long Jump  M70   

17.30 200 m final M90-95     

17.40 200 m final M85     

17.47 200 m final M80     

17.55 200 m final M75     

18.02 200 m final M70     

18.10 200 m final M65     

18.17 200 m final M60     

18.25 200 m final M55     

18.32 200 m final M50     

18.40 200 m final M45     

18.47 200 m final M40     

18.55 200 m final M35     



Compet it ion Day 7  – September 12 

 

Caorle 

 
Track Group Field Group Out of Stadia  Group 

09.00   Discus M70   

09.30   Javelin M40   

10.45   Discus M55   

11.00   Javelin M35   

14.30   Discus - A M60   

14.30   Javelin M45   

15.30   Discus - B M60   

16.00   Javelin M50   

16.15 200 m semi W45     

16.30 200 m semi W50     

17.15    Discus - A M65    

17.45   Javelin W55   

18.00 200 m Final W35     

18.00   Javelin W60   

18.07 200 m Final W40     

18.15 200 m Final W45     

18.22 200 m Final W50     

18.30 200 m Final W55 Discus - B M65   

18.38 200 m Final W60     

18.45 200 m Final W65     

18.52 200 m Final W70     

19.00 200 m Final W75  Javelin W65 + W70   

19.08 200 m Final W80-85     



Compet it ion Day 7  – September 12 

 

Eraclea 

 
Track Group Field Group Out of Stadia  Group 

08.45 NO COMPETITION      



Compet it ion Day 8  - September 13 

 

Jesolo 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

12.00   Pole vault  W35   

14.30   Long Jump  M75   

15.00   Pole vault  W40   

15.00 800 m final W75+     

15.10 800 m final W70     

15.20 800 m final W65     

15.30 800 m final W60     

15.40 800 m final W55     

15.50 800 m final W50     

16.00 800 m final W45 Long Jump  M80   

16.10 800 m final W40     

16.20 800 m final W35     

16.30 800 m final M85-90  Pole vault  W45    

16.40 800 m final M80     

16.50 800 m final M75     

17.00 800 m final M70     

17.10 800 m final M65     

17.20 800 m final M60     

17.30 800 m final M55 Long Jump  M85-90-95   

17.40 800 m final M50     

17.50 800 m final M45     

18.00 800 m final M40 Pole vault  W50   

18.10 800 m final M35     

 

 



Compet it ion Day 8  - September 13 

 

Caorle 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

09.30   Hammer T-pen.    M65   

11.15   Shot put T-pen. M65   

11.15   Hammer T-pen.    M70   

11.30   Hammer T-pen.    M80-85-90   

12.45   Discus T-pen. M65   

12.45   Shot put T-pen. M70   

12.45   Hammer T-pen.    M75   

12.45   Shot put T-pen. M80-85-90   

14.00   Shot put T-pen. M75   

14.00   Discus T-pen. M80-85-90   

14.30   Javelin T-pen. M65   

14.30   Discus T-pen. M70   

15.15   Discus T-pen. M75   

15.15   Javelin T-pen. M80-85-90   

16.00   Weight throw  T-pen. M65   

16.00   Javelin T-pen. M70   

16.30   Javelin T-pen. M75   

16.30   Weight throw  T-pen. M80-85-90   

17.45   Weight throw  T-pen. M70   

17.45   Weight throw  T-pen. M75   

 

 

 



Compet it ion Day 8  - September 13 

 

Eraclea 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

08.00 5000 m W70+     

08.45 5000 m W65     

09.30 5000 m W60   High jump W75+   

10.15 5000 m W55     

11.00 5000 m W50     

11.45 5000 m W45     

12.15 5000 m W40     

12.45 5000 m W35     

14.00 5000 m M35     

14.25 5000 m M40     

15.15 5000 m M45     

16.05 5000 m M50     

16.55 5000 m M55     

17.45 5000 m M60     

18.35 5000 m M65     

19.05 5000 m M70     

20.15 5000 m M75+     

 

 

 

 

 

 



Compet it ion Day 9  - September 14 

 

   Jesolo 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

14.00 Pole vault  W55+   

14.00 Long Jump A M35-    

14.00 Long Jump B M40 

 

  

15.15     

15.15     

15.30     

15.45     

16.00 Long Jump A      M45   

16.00 Long Jump B      M45   

16.15     

16.30     

16.45     

17.00     

17.15     

17.15     

17.30 Long Jump A         M50    

17.30 Long Jump B         M50   

17.45 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4x100 m relay men and w omen Time schedule to be 

announced  

    

18.00 
 

    



Compet it ion Day 9  - September 14 

 

   Caorle 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

08.30   Hammer T-pen. W80-85-95   

08.30   Hammer T-pen. W75   

09.20   Shot put  T-pen. W80-85-95   

09.20   Hammer T-pen. W65   

09.30   Shot  put  T-pen. W75   

09.30   Hammer T-pen. W70   

10.10   Discus T-pen. W80-85-95   

10.10   Shot  put  T-pen. W65   

10.30   Discus T-pen. W75   

10.30   Shot  put  T-pen. W70   

11.00   Javelin T-pen. W80-85-95   

11.00   Discus T-pen. W65   

11.30   Javelin T-pen. W75   

11.30   Discus T-pen. W70   

11.50   Weight  T-pen. W80-85-95   

11.50   Javelin T-pen. W65   

12.30   Weight  T-pen. W75   

12.30   Javelin T-pen. W70   

12.40   Weight  T-pen. W65   

13.15   Hammer T-pen. W40-45   

13.30   Weight  T-pen. W70   

14.30   Hammer T-pen. W60   

14.30   Shot put  T-pen. W40-45   

14.30   Hammer T-pen. W35-50   

15.45   Shot put  T-pen. W60   

15.45   Hammer T-pen. W55   

16.00   Discus T-pen. W40-45   

16.00   Shot  put  T-pen. W35-50   

16.30   High Jump W60   

16.50   Discus T-pen. W60   

16.50   Shot  put  T-pen. W55   

17.15   Javelin T-pen. W40-45   

17.15   Discus T-pen. W35-50   

18.00   Javelin T-pen. W60   

18.00   Discus T-pen. W55   

18.00   High Jump W 65-70   

18.45   Weight  T-pen. W40-45   

18.45 Javelin T-pen. W35-50   

19.10 Weight  T-pen. W60   

19.20 Javelin T-pen. W55   

20.00 Weight  T-pen. W35-50   

20.30 

 

Weight  T-pen. W55   



Compet it ion Day 9  - September 14 

 

   Eraclea 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

08.00     20 km race w alk M60+ 

11,15     20 km race w alk M35-55 

15,15     20 km race w alk W35+ 



Compet it ion Day 10 - September 15

 

Jesolo 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

09.00     Road Race 10Km  All age groups

09.30     Half marathon All age groups

 



Compet it ion Day 10 - September 15

 

Caorle  

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

8.30   Hammer T-pen. M60   

8.30   Hammer T-pen. M35-45   

10.30   Shot put  T-pen. M60   

10.30   Hammer T-pen. M55   

10.30   Shot put  T-pen. M35-45   

10.30   Hammer T-pen. M40-50   

12.00   Discus T-pen. M60   

12.00   Discus T-pen. M35-45   

12.15   Shot put  T-pen. M55   

12.15   Shot put  T-pen. M40-50   

13.50   Discus T-pen. M55   

13.50   Discus T-pen. M40-50   

14.00   Javelin T-pen. M60   

14.00 Javelin T-pen. M35-45   

15.40 Weight throw  T-pen. M60   

15.40 Weight throw  T-pen. M35-45   

15.45 Javelin T-pen. M55   

15.45 Javelin T-pen. M40-50   

16.00 High Jump  W35-40-45   

16.30 High Jump  W50-55   

17.30 Weight throw  T-pen. M55   

17.30 Weight throw  T-pen. M40-50   

18.00 

 

 

 

 

 
4x400 m relay men and w omen Time schedule to be 
announced 

    

 



Compet it ion Day 10 - September 15

 

Eraclea 

 
Track Group Field Group 

Out of stadia  
Group 

08.45  NO COMPETITION       

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 5: 

POLES RENT 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TECHNICAL MANUAL – APPENDIX 5 

 

 

Updated August, 2019 2/2 

 

 

List of currently available Poles 

 

3.35 – 110 

3.35 – 120 

3.60 – 100 

3.75 - 100 

3.75 - 120 

4.00 – 120, n° 2 

4.00 – 140 

4.00 – 145 

4.00 - 150 

4.00 – 160, n° 2 

4.15 – 130 

4.15 – 155 

4.15 – 160 

4.25 – 110 

4.25 - 140 

4.25 – 150, n° 2 

4.25 - 160 

4.25 – 170 

4.25 – 180 

4.40 – 140 

4.40 – 145 

4.40 – 150 

4.40 – 160 

4.40 – 165 

4.60 – 165 

4.60 – 180 

4.60 – 170 

 

The rental cost is set at € 20.00 per day. 

 

Note: 

Not having the possibility to supply the poles for all the athletes it is specified that the poles 

will be available for those who will request them by email at info@emac-venice2019.com 

 

The requests will be processed in a strictly chronological order of receipt. 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Appendix 6: 

IMPLEMENTS SPECIFICATION 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TECHNICAL MANUAL – APPENDIX 6 

 

 

Updated August, 2019 2/7 

 

 

        

THROWING IMPLEMENTS         

        
            

       WEIGHTS ARE EXPRESSED IN GRAMS 

            

            

            

            

            

Men's implements list Women's implements list 

Age shot discus hammer javelin weight Age shot discus hammer javelin weight 

M35 7.260 2.000 7.260 800 15.880 W35 4.000 1.000 4.000 600 9.080 

M40 7.260 2.000 7.260 800 15.880 W40 4.000 1.000 4.000 600 9.080 

M45 7.260 2.000 7.260 800 15.880 W45 4.000 1.000 4.000 600 9.080 

M50 6.000 1.500 6.000 700 11.340 W50 3.000 1.000 3.000 500 7.260 

M55 6.000 1.500 6.000 700 11.340 W55 3.000 1.000 3.000 500 7.260 

M60 5.000 1.000 5.000 600 9.080 W60 3.000 1.000 3.000 500 5.450 

M65 5.000 1.000 5.000 600 9.080 W65 3.000 1.000 3.000 500 5.450 

M70 4.000 1.000 4.000 500 7.260 W70 3.000 1.000 3.000 500 5.450 

M75 4.000 1.000 4.000 500 7.260 W75 2.000 0.750 2.000 400 4.000 

M80+ 3.000 1.000 3.000 400 5.450 W80+ 2.000 0.750 2.000 400 4.000 

 

 



TECHNICAL MANUAL – APPENDIX 6 
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 Advancement Procedures 

The advancement procedures, based upon the WMA outdoor advancement procedure, are as 
followed. 

100m, 200m, 400m, short & long hurdles 

Number of 
competitors 

QF 
heats 

QF 
qualifying 

SF 
heats 

SF 
qualifying 

F 

1     1 

9   2 3P+2T 1 

17   3 2P+2T 1 

25 4 2P+8T 2 3P+2T 1 

33 5 2P+6T 2 3P+2T 1 

41 6 2P+4T 2 3P+2T 1 

49 7 2P+10T 3 2P+2T 1 

57 8 2P+8T 3 2P+2T 1 

65 9 2P+6T 3 2P+2T 1 

 
P = number qualifying by place in each heat 

T = number qualifying by time from entire round 

Finals = consisting of 8 individuals in 100, 200, 400, short hurdles and long hurdles. 

Lane assignments 

• Initial round heats shall be seeded using the entry seed marks 

• Heats shall be formed in a zigzag distribution base on place first then time per IAAF 
rules; the assignments will be based on competitors’ performance times at the 
most recent stage of the events, as follows 

o 1st lane 4 
o 2nd lane 5 
o 3rd lane 3 
o 4th lane 6 
o 5th lane 2 
o 6th lane 7 
o 7th lane 1 
o 8th lane 8 

• If any group goes to a direct final, lane assignments shall be per seed marks. 
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800m 

Number of 
competitors 

QF 
heats 

QF 
qualifying 

SF 
heats 

SF 
qualifying 

F 

1     1 

13   2 2P+8T 1 

25   3 2P+6T 1 

37   4 2P+4T 1 

49 5 2P+4T 2 2P+8T 1 

61 6 2P+12T 2 2P+8T 1 

73 7 2P+10T 2 2P+8T 1 

85 8 2P+8T 2 2P+8T 1 

97 9 2P+6T 2 2P+8T 1 

 
P = number qualifying by place in each heat 

T = number qualifying by time from entire round 

Finals = consisting of 12 individuals in 800m. 

 

Lane assignments 

• Initial round heats shall be seeded using the entry seed marks 

• Heats shall be formed in a zigzag distribution base, ran in random lanes & order 

• Subsequent round heats shall be seeded in a zigzag distribution base on place first 
then time per IAAF rules; the assignments will be based on competitors’ 
performance times at the most recent stage of the events, as follow 

o Fastest qualifier in lane 1 
o Second fastest in lane 2 
o And so on through lane 8 
o 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th fastest qualifiers in lane 8, 6, 4, 2 

• When two competitors are in one lane, the faster seed shall be on the inside. 

• If any group goes to a direct final, lane assignments shall be per seed marks.  
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1500m 

Number of 
competitors 

SF 
heats 

SF 
qualifying 

F 

17 2 3P+10T 1 

33 3 2P+10T 1 

49 4 2P+8T 1 

65 5 2P+6T 1 

81 6 2P+4T 1 

97 7 2P+2T 1 

 
P = number qualifying by place in each heat 

T = number qualifying by time from entire round 

Finals = consisting of 16 individuals in 1500m. 

Lane assignments 

• Semifinal round heats shall be seeded using the entry seed marks 

• Heats shall be formed in a zigzag distribution base, ran in random lanes & order 

• The assignments will be based on competitors’ performance times in the first 
round of the event, as follow 

o Fastest qualifier in lane 1 
o Second fastest in lane 2 
o And so on through lane 8 
o 9th through 16th place will run in lane 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 

• When two competitors are in one lane, the faster seed shall be on the inside. 

• If any group goes to a direct final, lane assignments shall be per seed marks.  
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Hurdles specification 

 

1. Men’s specification  

 

 Shorth hurdles Long hurdles 

Age Distance Height Number To first Between To finish Distance Height Number To first Between To finish 

M35 110 0.991 10 13.72 9.14 14.02 400 0.914 10 45.00 35.00 45.00 

M40 110 0.991 10 13.72 9.14 14.02 400 0.914 10 45.00 35.00 45.00 

M45 110 0.991 10 13.72 9.14 14.02 400 0.914 10 45.00 35.00 45.00 

M50 100 0.914 10 13.00 8.50 10.50 400 0.840 10 45.00 35.00 45.00 

M55 100 0.914 10 13.00 8.50 10.50 400 0.840 10 45.00 35.00 45.00 

M60 100 0.840 10 12.00 8.00 16.00 300 0.762 7 40.00 35.00 40.00 

M65 100 0.840 10 12.00 8.00 16.00 300 0.762 7 40.00 35.00 40.00 

M70 80 0.762 8 12.00 7.00 19.00 300 0.686 7 40.00 35.00 40.00 

M75 80 0.762 8 12.00 7.00 19.00 300 0.686 7 40.00 35.00 40.00 

M80 80 0.686 8 12.00 7.00 19.00 200 0.686 5 40.00 35.00 40.00 

M85 80 0.686 8 12.00 7.00 19.00 200 0.686 5 40.00 35.00 40.00 
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2. Women’s specification  

 Shorth hurdles Long hurdles 

Age Distance Height Number To first Between To finish Distance Height Number To first Between To finish 

W35 100 0.840 10 13.00 8.50 10.50 400 0.762 10 45.00 35.00 45.00 

W40 80 0.762 8 12.00 8.00 12.00 400 0.762 10 45.00 35.00 45.00 

W45 80 0.762 8 12.00 8.00 12.00 400 0.762 10 45.00 35.00 45.00 

W50 80 0.762 8 12.00 7.00 19.00 300 0.762 7 50.00 35.00 40.00 

W55 80 0.762 8 12.00 7.00 19.00 300 0.762 7 50.00 35.00 40.00 

W60 80 0.686 8 12.00 7.00 19.00 300 0.686 7 50.00 35.00 40.00 

W65 80 0.686 8 12.00 7.00 19.00 300 0.686 7 50.00 35.00 40.00 

W70 80 0.686 8 12.00 7.00 19.00 200 0.686 5 20.00 35.00 40.00 

W75 80 0.686 8 12.00 7.00 19.00       

W80 80 0.686 8 12.00 7.00 19.00       

W85 80 0.686 8 12.00 7.00 19.00       

 

3. Steeplechase 
 

 Men Women 

Age Distance Height Number Age Distance Height Number 

M35 3.000 0.914 28 barriers with 7 water jumps W35 2.000 0.762 18 barriers with 5 water jumps 

M40 3.000 0.914 28 barriers with 7 water jumps W40 2.000 0.762 18 barriers with 5 water jumps 

M45 3.000 0.914 28 barriers with 7 water jumps W45 2.000 0.762 18 barriers with 5 water jumps 

M50 3.000 0.914 28 barriers with 7 water jumps W50 2.000 0.762 18 barriers with 5 water jumps 

M55 3.000 0.914 28 barriers with 7 water jumps W55 2.000 0.762 18 barriers with 5 water jumps 

M60 2.000 0.762 18 barriers with 5 water jumps W60 2.000 0.762 18 barriers with 5 water jumps 

M65 2.000 0.762 18 barriers with 5 water jumps W65 2.000 0.762 18 barriers with 5 water jumps 

M70 2.000 0.762 18 barriers with 5 water jumps W70 2.000 0.762 18 barriers with 5 water jumps 

M75+ 2.000 0.762 18 barriers with 5 water jumps W75+ 2.000 0.762 18 barriers with 5 water jumps 
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